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To: Minneapolis

From:- Minneapolis
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Contact: SA
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Attn: RMS
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Title: General Vang Pao;
DBA, Neo Horn

(United Front For The Liberation of Laos)

;

Neutrality Matter

Synopsis: Request to open a new sub file.

Details: In order to maintain a current time line with regards
to this investigation it is requested that a new subfile
entitled, "HQ" be opened to house copies of numerous serials
pertaining investigation conducted primarily by FBIHQ and
Legat-Bangkok , .re: JL63-.BK-142.
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oga information handled per letter d. 3/5/2012

Case Summary

On May 04, 1999J

General's office in Chiang Mai, Thailand and reported that on

appeared at the American Consulate

04/ 1 9/9SI HOUA LY&
]had crossed into Laos at Ban Houayxai border area and they have not been heard

from since. The complainants stated that the victims had entered into Laos to visit a festival.

b6
b7C

On May 10, 1999, the complainants addressed a letter to U.S. Senators and

Congressmen stating the following information: On April 19, 1999, the victims and complainants met

several Laotian men while in the Chiang Khong area. One of the Laotian men was introduced to Ly—
1 While the victims

walked over to some near by shops. When 3spoke to the Laotian men
returned from shopping, Ly and

| fvere missing. After several minutes of searching]

Taw the Laotian men force the victims into a river boat on the Mekong River. The

Referral /Consult
contained the victims sped away toward Ban Houayxany, Bokeo Province, Laos.

i

|

In July 1999, the FBI participated in the US/Laos governments joint investigation in the

victims disappearance. This joint investigation resulted in the first time a representative ofthe USG was

allowed to visit a provincial prison/jail and review thejail records. In addition to the prison/jail visit, the

team visited other sites and conducted joint interviews. The USG continues to press the Government of

Laos (GOL) to conduct additional joint investigations. During the first joint investigation the team

uncovered a minimal amount of useful information. The useful information that was obtained occurred

when the GOL officials were not present.

In November 1999, a second US/Laos joint investigation occurred. The second

investigation occurred because of DOS pressure exerted on the GOL. Prior to both investigative trips,

the US team had to submit a detailed agenda. Only after the agenda was approved would the joint

team begin their investigation. The GOL would not allow for deviation from the agenda. It was also

apparent to the Legat that witnesses had been prepped prior to the teams arrival and some witnesses

were withholding information. For example, the US government obtained information that a Lt: Colonel

and the unit under his command were involved in the victim's disappearance. During the interview of

several Lt. Colonels, they denied having any knowledge ofthe suspected Lt. Colonel or his unit. In fact

the Lt. Colonels denied their existence. At the end of the interview the Legat provided a xerox copy of

the Lt. Colonel's military identification. At that point the interviewees would only, state that the Lt.

Colonel in question was not under their command. The US team was not allowed to pursue this lead.
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Instead the GOL required the US team to submit a Diplomatic note to the GOL requesting additional

information. A note will be submitted by the embassy.

It should be noted that the GOL has remained steadfast in its denial ofever seeing or

arresting the victims.

As a result ofthe above investigation several items remain unresolved/unsubstantiated:

1.) Did the victims actually enter into Laos? 2 .) The reason for the victim’s travel into.Laos? 3.) The

true circumstances surrounding the victims’ disappearance? 4.) The current location ofthe victims? 5.),

Who is responsible for the victims disappearance?

The investigation has left many issues unresolved and several glaring discrepancies. The

following are several examples ofthe discrepancies: The original witnesses/complainants insist that the

victims entered into Laos on 04/19/99 to attend a festival. The investigation determined that the festival

ended on< 04/16/99. The original witnesses/complainants claim that the victims were told they did not

need visas to attend the festival. The investigation determined that this information is not accurate and

American Citizens would need a visa to enter Laos. Various agencies have reported information

indicating that the victims were involved in subversive activities to overthrow the Laos government or

illegal drug trafficking activities. The victim's families have denied that the victims were involved in drug

trafficking or subversive activities. The family did admit to the victims disillusionment ofthe current Laos

government. The drug trafficking activities are not the investigator’s primary concern and have not been

substantiated. Various individuals have made ransom demands for the release ofthe victims.

Individuals making the demands have made statements that the victims were arrested for subversive

activities. The ransom demands usually stopped once individuals were required to prove .they were in

control or had access to the victims.

It is the Legat's beliefthat we will not locate the victims without additional cooperation

from the GOL. The trouble caused by the lack ofcooperation from the GOL is compounded by the

lack ofcandor exhibited by the victims families and the witnesses.

The FBI will continue to provide it’s investigative assistance to determine the Welfare

& Whereabouts (W &W) ofcaptioned victims. The FBI will continue to investigate viable leads as

they are developed.
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Case Summary

On May 04, 1999, appeared at the American Consulate

General office in Cfaiang Mai, Thailand and reported that on 04/1 9/99 IHOUA LY &
]had crossed into Laos at Ban Houayxai border area and have not been heard from

since. The complainants stated that the victims had entered into Laos to visit a festival, b 6

b7C
On May 10, 1999, the complainants addressed a letter to U.S. Senators and

Congressmen stating the following information: On April 19, 1999, the victims and complainants met

several Laotian men while in the Chiang Khong area. One ofthe Laotian men was introduced to
| |

While die victims

spoke to the Laotian men

returned!

walked over to some near by shops. When the complainants

were missing, alter several minutes of searching
[

lsaw the Laotian

men force the victims into a river boat on the Mekong River. The boat which contained the victims

sped away toward Ban Houayxany, Bokeo Province, Laos.

On May 27, 1999, AMEMBASSY VIENTIANE requested that the FBI provide

investigative assistance. Since receiving the request, the FBI has conducted more than 37 interviews,

has worked with and continues to draw upon the resources ofvarious U.S. Government Agencies and

participated in a USG/LAOS joint government investigation. As a result ofthe above investigation the

following still remains unresolved: 1 .) Did the victims enter into Laos? 2.) The reason for the victim’s

“travel into Laos. 3.) Circumstances surrounding the victims’ disappearance. 4.) The current location of.

the victims. 5.) Individuals responsible for the victims disappearance.

The FBI will continue to provide it’s investigative assistance to determine the Welfare

& Whereabouts (W &W) ofcaptioned victims. The FBI will continue to investigate viable leads as

they are developed.
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Interviews/Investigations’ Conducted

b6
b7C
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The FBI has conducted more than 37 interviews. The following is an example ofwho has been

interviewed.

Witnesses from restaurants and hotels

Individuals from the Hmong American community in Califomia/Wisconsin.

Personnel from the FBI, the Department of State, the Drug Enforcement Agency and the

Defense Attache Office have conducted interviews and/or gathered information to assist in the

investigation.

The US/Laos governments initiated a joint investigative team. This joint investigation resulted in

the first time a representative ofthe USG was allowed to visit a provincial prison/jail and review thejail

records. In addition to the prison/jail, the team visited other sites and conducted interviews. The USG

continues to press the Government ofLaos on keeping the joint investigation operational.

Referral/Consult

Unresolved issues:

The investigation has left many issues unresolved. Several ofthe more glaring discrepancies are

as followed: The complainants insist that the victims entered into Laos on 04/19/99 to attend a festival.

The investigation determined that the festival ended on 04/16/99. The complainants claim that the

victims were told they did not need visas to attend the festival. The investigation determined that this

information is not accurate and American Citizens would need a visa to enter Laos. Information

reported from various agencies has indicated that the victims were involved in subversive activities to

overthrow the Laos government or illegal drug trafficking activities. The complainants have denied the

victims involvement in subversive activities, but have admitted to the victims disillusion in the current

Laos government. The drug trafficking activities are not the investigator’s primary concern and have

not been substantiated. Various individuals have made ransom demands for the release ofthe victims.

Individuals making the demands have made statements that the victims were arrested for subversive

activities. Attempts to gain the victims freedom has failed because the subjects could not prove they

were in control ofthe victims.
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updated:- 8/27 /99a

CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS
MISSING AMERICAN CITIZENS IN LAOS

May 1999 - present

04 May 1999 :- Two individuals report to the American
Consulate in Chiang Mai, Thailand that two U.S. citizens
crossed .into Laos at Ban Houayxay, Bokeo province, on April

19, 1999 and had not yet returned or had contact with their
families. U.S. Consulate in Chiang Mai confirms the two

missing are U.S. citizens. This information is relayed to

the U.S. Embassy in Vientiane.

05 May 1999 :- U.S. consular staff in Vientiane repeatedly
attempt to contact officials in Ban Houayxay and also ask
Lao immigration officials to obtain more information about
the two citizens.

06 May 1999 :- U.S. consular staff in Vientiane and Chiang
Mai continue to investigate the case, as details remain
sketchy.

07 May 1999 :- Embassy Vientiane sends an urgent diplomatic
note seeking consular access and an explanation of the

situation to the Lao Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MFA) . A
meeting with Lao Ministry of Interior officials is held
that day; MFA officials schedule appointments for the next
working day, Monday, May 10.

10 May 1999 :- U.S. Ambassador in Vientiane meets with
Minister to the President's Office to express strong USG
concern and again press for consular access. Concurrently,
U.S. Acting Deputy Chief of Mission meets with Lao MFA
officials, and U.S. consular officer meets with Lao
officials from the Consular Affairs Department to further
underscore the USG's need for a prompt reply. None of the
inquiries results in any new information.

12 May 1999 : U.S. Ambassador meets with Deputy Foreign
Minister to press the Lao government strongly for an
investigation of the case. In Washington, D.C., State
Department desk officer for Laos meets with wives of the
two citizens as well as of the Lao Human Rights

presents a copy of a letter sent toCouncil. [
Congress by the two men who first reported the

b6
b7C



disappearance, alleging that the Laotian government has

imprisoned one and killed the other of the two missing U.S.

citizens.

13 May 1999 ;- Embassy Vientiane receives copy of the same

letter and presents it to the MFA. Senators Feinstein ,

Boxer, Kohl and Feingold .send a let
A/S for Consular Affairs

er about Ly to

14 May 1999 :-

• Lao government officials report to the U.S. Embassy that

it has no record of entry .for the two U.S. citizens -into

Laos

.

• East Asia and Pacific Affairs Deputy Assistant Secretary

calls in the Lao Ambassador to the U.S. to continue to

press our concerns and demand an immediate explanation

and investigation. He also notes Congressional interest

in this case. The Lao Ambassador cites the difficulty of

investigating the case because the two did not cross into

Laos at an international checkpoint.

17

May 1999 : Embassy Vientiane receives a' copy of

Congressional letter to the Assistant Secretary for

Consular Affairs on this matter. U.S. Ambassador continues

to raise the case with Lao officials.

b6
b7C

18

May 1999 : U.S. Ambassador in Vientiane calls on Lao Vice

Prime Minister to demand immediate consular access,

reiterating the Lao government's responsibility under the

Vienna Convention. Ambassador also states that the USG

holds the Lao government accountable for the two citizens.

19

May 1999 : Lao MFA officials inform Ambassador that the

Deputy Prime Minister ordered officials in Bokeo to conduct

an investigation. A letter about Ly and is sent to

the Secretary from Representatives Gilman^ Green, McKinney,

Smith and Kind.
b6
b7C

21 May 1999 : State Department officials meet again with
I of the Lao Human Rights Council about this case.

22-23 May 1999 : U.S. officials in Chiang Mai continue to

investigate the case.

25 May 1999 : U.S. officials in Vientiane inquire again

with Lao MFA officials about any progress on the case.
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26-27 May 1999 :- U.S. government efforts to obtain

information about this case continue in Chiang Mai and

Vientiane.

28 May 1999 : Assistant Secretary for Consular Affairs]
j

balls"in the Lao Ambassador to the U.S. to emphasize

the importance the U.S. places on the safety and welfare of

welfare of U.S. citizens overseas and to express concern

about the lack of information. The Ambassador pledges his

government's cooperation/ but provides no new information.

31 May 1999 : U.S. Ambassador in Vientiane meets with Lao

Prime Minister to underscore the importance of resolving

this case.

01-03 June 1999 : U.S. investigation efforts continue.

04 June 1999 : Lao authorities inform Embassy in Vientiane
that they have determined that the two Americans did not

request visas to enter .Laos, and based on their
investigation, there was no evidence about the Americans'
whereabouts in Laos. U.S. Ambassador proposes to Lao Deputy
Foreign Minister a joint U.S. -Lao investigation of the

case; U.S. Embassy in Vientiane sends a follow up
diplomatic note.

07 June 1999 ; U.S. Ambassador in Vientiane requests a

meeting with Lao authorities to express dissatisfaction
with their investigation conclusions.

08 June 1999 : U.S. Ambassador in Vientiane meets with MFA
Permanent Secretary to object formally to the Lao response
on the welfare and whereabouts of

|
Ly. Ambassador

also presses Lao to agree to a goint U.S. -Lao
investigation.

10 June 1999 : U.S. Ambassador calls on Lao Deputy Prime

Minister and Foreign Minister who indicates preliminary
support for a joint U.S. -Lao investigation of the case.

U.S. Ambassador urges Lao to make an official reply.

11 June 1999 : U.S. officials in Vientiane postpone plans
for travel to Bokeo to wait and see if the Lao will agree
to a joint investigation.

b6
b7C

bo
b7C

I
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14 June 1999 ;-

Department of State officers from the East Asia and Pacific

Affairs Bureau brief Congressional staffers (hosted by
office of Representative Ron Kind) on status of missing
Amcits case.

16 June 1999 :- Lao Ministry of Foreign Affairs Europe and

Americas Department Acting Director General informs U.S.

charge that the Lao government agrees to the U.S. proposal

to form a joint investigative team to look into the case of

the missing Americans. Lao representation on the team -is

still being decided by the ministries concerned. The U.S.

side will most likely include our Legal Attache or
Assistant Legal Attache from Embassy Bangkok, plus a

consular officer, political officer and translator from

Vientiane.

17-20 June 1999 : Preparations for joint investigation get
underway.

21 June 1999 :- Lao MFA Americas Department Director General
calls in U.S. Charge to deliver a diplomatic note formally
agreeing to the U.S. proposal for a joint, cooperative
investigative effort to resolve the case. He requested a

proposed plan of action and noted -local authorities would
also need to be consulted.

22 June 1999 : U.S. Embassy in Vientiane draws up a draft
plan, which the joint team would use for the purpose of

planning and coordinating investigative efforts. Embassy
confers with the State Department on the draft plan.

23 June 1999 : U.S. Embassy in Vientiane receives
concurrence for the plan from the State Department.
Embassy officials present the draft plan to the Lao
government

.

24 June 1999 : Xao MFA calls U.S. Embassy to schedule a

meeting for the joint investigative team. Assistant Legal
Attach^ .from U.S. Embassy Bangkok arrives in Vientiane.

25 June 1999 : U.S. -Lao joint investigative team meets for

the first time and discusses investigative plan. Plans for

departure tentatively set for June 29.

26-29 June 1999 : U.S. Embassy and Lao officials make
travel arrangements.
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29 June 1999: U .S. Consul General In Chiang Mai meets with

1 of the Lao Human Rights Council , who was

visiting Thailand.

30 June 1999 :- U.S.-Lao joint investigative team departs

for Bokeo via an overnight stay in Luang Prabang.

01 July 1999 :- U.S.-Lao joint team arrives in Ban Huay Xai,

Bokeo province. (Note: flight cancellations are

responsible for the delayed arrival.)

02-05 July 1999 :- U.S.-Lao joint team conducts
Investigation in Ban Huay Xai.

06 July 1999 : U.S.-Lao joint team returns to Vientiane.

The team suggests following up leads in Thailand.

07 July -1999 : Staffers from HIRC and SFRC meet with senior

Lao officials from the Ministries of Foreign Affairs and
Interior to review progress in the investigation and to

reiterate USG concern.

07-13 July 1999 : Assistant Legal Attach^ in Bangkok heads
up continuation of investigation in Thailand.

14 July 1999 :- Assistant Legal Attach^ travels to Chiang
Mai to continue investigative efforts and to interview
witnesses.

16 July 1999 :

• U.S. Charge in Vientiane raises the case with the Lao

MFA's Permanent Secretary, who acknowledges the

importance of the case and promises to follow up.

b7E *
I

19 July 1999 : U.S. Embassy Vientiane task .force meets to

review investigative efforts and to consider next steps.

20 July 1999 : U.S. Embassy Vientiane contacts head of Lao

team for joint investigation for a meeting of the joint
team to review findings and discuss next steps (per

original investigation plan) . Head of Lao team responds
following day that other members of joint team are out of

town; a meeting day may be possible after Buddhist Lent
(July 28) .
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21 July -1999 :-

• During her initial call on MFA America ' s Department

Director General, newly arrived O.S. Charge again

reiterates Embassy concern, about this case.

• Embassy formally requests a meeting of the U.S.-Lao joint

investigative team.

29 July 1999 :- Congressman Mark Green of Wisconsin sends a

letter to the Department of State requesting a meeting with

members of Houa Ly's family.

30 July 1999 :

• U.S. Charge in Vientiane calls on MFA's Americas
Department Acting Director General (Amphone) and repeats

request for follow-up meeting of U.S.-Lao joint
investigative team.

• U.S. Embassy sends diplomatic note to MFA requesting a

follow-on visit for Assistant Legal Attach^ to continue
field investigations based on information developed from

recent inquiries conducted in Thailand.

• Lao Human Rights Council, Inc. provides Department of

State with its "Report on the Fact-Finding Mission to

Thailand, June 17-July 8" on the missing Americans.

04 August 1999 :- EAP Deputy Assistant Secretary
(joined by desk officer and Consular Affairs •'

representative) brief Congressman Mark Green (R-WI)

.

05 August 1999 ; U.S Embassy official in Vientiane meets
with Director for Consular Affairs at the Lao MFA to

discuss meeting of joint investigative team.

b6
b7C

05-06 August 1999 : Investigative efforts in Bangkok
continue

.

09 August 1999 : EAP Assistant Secretary calls

in Lao Ambassador to express our dissatisfaction witn the
pace of the investigation.

18 August 1999 : Lao MFA, Director of Consular Affairs calls

in U.S. consular officer to discuss the case.

19 August 1999 : Lao MFA member of the joint team calls
Embassy to confirm meeting of the joint investigative team



on August 26. Lao MFA member also says that Lao Ministry
of Interior is working on assistant legal attache's follow

up visit to Ban Huay Xai.

20 August 1999 :- Embassy task force convenes to discuss

strategy for August 26 meeting. Embassy requests
Department's input.

23 August 1999 :- State Department follows up with Lao

Embassy to reiterate the need for quick approval of

assistant legal attache's visit to the region.

26 August 1999 :- Joint U.S.-Lao investigative team meets in

Vientiane. The Lao request a list of places to visit and
people to -interview in Ban Huay Xai.

27 August 1999 :- Interagency group meets at the State
Department to discuss next steps.

o:bcltv\laos\»emos\briefing memos\vang ly chronology of events
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Addendum A
Chronology ofEvents

September 1999

September 1999: The FBI continues to conduct investigations in Thailand, Wisconsin and

California. The USG/FBI is waiting for the Lao Government to continue with the Joint U.S.-Lao

investigation.
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To: BANGKOK

Date: 05/15/1999

Attn : ALAT

Prom: Savannah ITC
investigative Information Services Center (IISC )

Contact : I I

Approved By:

Drafted By: dga;

Case ID #: 163E-BK-61
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Title: HOUA LY
REQUEST #138309

Synopsis: To report results of request submitted to Savannah ITC.

Details: IISC DATABASE PRINTOUTS HAVE BEEN SENT TO THE
REQUESTER AND WILL BE MAINTAINED AS PERMANENT FILE MATERIAL IN

THE OO CASE FILE.

Two copies of a reply form are being submitted with
database printouts. It is requested that you record the

accomplishments of this request on these forms, return one copy

to the SITC, and maintain one copy as a serial in your case file.

Results of inquiries are set forth, below.

SSAN for subject, HOUA LY, dob 4/4/1944, appears to be
586-09-8413, a valid number issued in Guam.

Subject appears to have been employed by Wisconsin
Tissue Mills at one time, although unable to confirm current

employer. Most recent credit activity for subject occurred 4/99

at address of 1420 York Ave., St. Paul, MN 55106.

Enclosed is a corporate record for LAO/HMONG NATIONAL
FESTIVAL INC., incorporated 10/3/97 in Wisconsin. HOUA LY listed

as registered agent. Status is active.

Subject has a valid driver's license in Wisconsin at

address of 2010 Wisconsin St., Apt. 202, Oshkosh, WI 54901.

Query of Customs was negative for subject.

No identifiable news articles could be located for

subject.

LEAD (s)

:

I EfilALIZED—^^IIEC

Mak 1 4 20u0
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sCase ID ! 163A-BK-342 Serial i unr
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Set Lead 1:

BANGKOK

AT BANGKOK

Complete and return Reply Form to Savannah ITC.

THIS IS PERMANENT FILE MATERIAL
AND IS TO BE MAINTAINED IN

THE 00 CASE FILE.
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American Embassy
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4 June 1999

The federal Bureau of Investigation. <f81> js conckjcting an Inquiry Into the possible

kidnaping and/or murder of two American citizens of Hmong origin across the Thai/Lao

^jders. Initial reports by family members claimed that the two

^):tims,

Houa Ly were last seen crossing the Thai/Lao border area of Chiang

Kong by river boat in the

coopany of a Laotian Police official on April 19, 1999. Subsequent information alleged that

Houa Ly was killed and| ^as arrested and foprfsoned In Vientiane, Laos.

In order to assist the FBI in determining the whereabout of the missing men, would it be

possible for you to check all available Immigration records for information concerning their

entry/exit to and from Thailand since January of 1999.

b6
b7C

The following are personal data on Houa Ly and|_

FBI

.

MINNSAPOuS
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Savannah ITC
rmraatigaf-ive Information Services Center (IISC)

Precedence : ROUTINE

To: BANGKOK

From:

Contact

:

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 163-BK-342

Title

:

Date: 06/24/1999

Attn: b6
b7C

dga;

b6
b7C

REQUEST
|_

b6
b7C

]

Synopsis: To report results of request submitted to Savannah ITC.

'Details: IISC DATABASE PRINTOUTS HAVE BEEN SENT TO THE
REQUESTER AND WILL BE MAINTAINED AS PERMANENT FILE MATERIAL IN
THE 00 CASE FILE.

Two copies of a reply form are being submitted with
database printouts. It is requested that you record the
accomplishments of this request on these forms, return one copy
to the SITC, and maintain one copy as a serial in your case file.

Results of inquiries are set forth below.

Query of
|

current wants and no criminal nxscory
in NCIC revealed no

^records

.

address of
has a valid driver's license in }at

Enclosed is a record for

as owner.
with subject carried

Enclosed is a record for
Telephone number

|_

subject carried as owner

Enclosed is a professional license record for

J with

issued

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

nrmo-y»sv-j -MQ-b/’

Jo other identifiable data could be located for
| 1

b6
b7C

SEARCHEO INDEXED.

SERIALIZED MvflEO. S
Case ID : 163ArBK-342 Serial Mfaty 1 4 2000

FBI MINNEAPOLISjS I
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BANGKLEAD (s)

:

Set Lead 1

:

BANGKOK

AT BANGKOK

Complete and return Reply Form to Savannah ITC.

THIS IS PERMANENT FILE MATERIAL
AND IS TO BE MAINTAINED IN

THE 00 CASE FILE.



6/16/99

On instant date,

by Supervisory Special Agent (SSA)
|_

Legal Attache at Bangkok, Thailand.

" b> ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 02-22-2012 BY 60324 uc baw/sab/lsg

----- Working Copy ----- Page

b6
b7C

1

1
Asian male of Hmoncr

at cellular telephone numberl
i

Assistant

The aforementioned telephone number was attributed to
I
the .

Hmona/American male who was last seen in the company of I I

~| Houa Ly. | | advised that neither! I

can be reached at this time, inasmuch as they may be traveling to
or already are in Chiang Kong for business

.

As SSAl I stressed the need for a personal
interview with ! I advised that
he will inquire with the latter and get back to SSA l I

possibly for an appointment at Bangkok on Friday, June 18, 1999.
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7/13/99

On 6/18/99, T

Special Agent <$$A)[

"Las interviewed by Supervisory

Federal Bureau of
i i

Investigation (FBI), at the United States Consulate General

Office at 387 Wlchayanond Road, Chiang Mai, Thailand. After

being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agent and the

nature of the interview. I Ivolwteered the following

infomation:

b6
b7C

£ "I is a U.S. citizen of lao/Hmong ori gin, born on

He carries U.S. passport nunber l I

issued on 1/22/99 at San Francisco Passport Agency, California

ctafn riniv/orfe 1 irnnco m iflhnn I M i (Abilina address Sfi

b6
b7C

Through interview and review of I I passport,

the following is determined: * b6

1

Cftl

MINNEAPOLIS
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raye

6/14/99

On June 10 and June 11, 1999,

I
Asian male g»f Hmong

cellular telenhone number
Agent (SSA) I

identity of the
interview,

|

information:

date of birth
was contacted atorigin .

Jay Supervisory Special
After being advised of the

interviewing Agent and the nature of the
voluntarily provided the following

The interviewer spoke briefly with
|

|ih the

afternoon of June 10, 1999. The conversation was interrupted due

to shortage of bat-t-erv rvnl IcPillnlar telephone,—

l

dvised that hel
1

£
J
Houa Ly on
he incident,

"Houa Ly, departed from

Chiang Mai, Thailand for the United States around May 7, 1999.

After a short stay there, to include a stop in Washington, D.C.,

returned to Chiang Mai/Chiang Rai area and intends to be
there for the next four weeks. Also traveling with him is

advised that the purpose for his and the

other relatives' trip is to make contact with people who may have

knowledge of the victims' whereabouts, and possibly come up with

a "reward system" in return for positive information or leads.

I
added that the family members are maintaining contact with
merican Consulate in Chiang Mai and are willing .to cooperate

with the U.S. government in its efforts at finding their missing
relatives

.

In reply to the interviewer's inguiry. l |
stated that

during the period of 4/19/99 through 5/7/99, he stayed at various

hotels in the Chiang Mai/Chiang Rai area including the Chiang Mai

Phucom (phonetic) , but never at the Rim Chan resort in Chiang
Mai, Thailand. He has no knowledge of anyone known as I I or
Pao (phonetic) , inasmuch as this is a very common name.. He never

reguested or obtained delivery of any belongings of
[ J _

I inasmuch as the victim took all his personal effects .which

included a blanket and toothbrush, etc. in his back pack with him
when he was last seen boarding the boat to cross over to Laos on

4/19/99.

advised that he is not in possession of any
concrete information since he returned to Thailand from

D.C. . and has not heard about a ransom being paid toWashingto:
anyone by£ lHoua Ly's family.

I His residence
pdvised that

address is at

The next morning of June 11, 1999, the interviewer
contacted! |at the aforementioned cellular telephone- (( . vu

number, and once again spoke briefly with He relayed

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

bo
b"

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

, i

a

f
1

•

Case ID : 163A-BK-342 Serial 1

; 33
i . _
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rumor being circulated in the area that
| |

and victim Houa Ly are still alive, but they are being kept at a

farm land near Ban Houay Xai, Laos as part of an extortion scheme
conducted by unknown suspects in cooperation with unidentified.
Lao government officials. [stated that this is an
unconfirmed report he and his associates are trying to sort out.

further advised that|
|

victim Houa Ly is also in Thailand, possibly in the area of Luam
Pang (phonetic) in Chiang Mai. He last spoke to

| |
via

telephone on the previous evening of June 10, 1999.
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Precedence : ROUTINE

To: BANGKOK

From:

Date: 06/24/1999

Attn:

Savannah ITC
Investigative Information Services Center (IISC )

Contact

:

Approved By:

Drafted By: dga;

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

Case ID.#: 163-BK-342

Title

•

REQUEST #140486

b6
b7C

Synopsis: To report results of request submitted to Savannah ITC.

Details:- IISC DATABASE PRINTOUTS HAVE BEEN SENT TO THE
REQUESTER AND WILL BE MAINTAINED AS PERMANENT FILE MATERIAL IN

THE OO* CASE FILE.

Two copies of a reply form are being submitted with

database printouts. It is requested that you record the

accomplishments tof this request on .these forms, return one copy

to the SITC, and maintain one copy as a serial in your case file.

rResults -of- inquiries- are -seb *f6rth~below..

Query of in NCIC revealed no

b6
b7C

current wants and no criminal' history records.

Subject has

*

valiH driver' s license in Wisconsin,

issued 2/23/98. OLN# at address of

BAN

LEM) (s) :

Set Lead 1:.

BANGKOK

AT BANGKOK

Complete and return Reply Form to Savannah ITC.

'THIS- IS PERMANENT FILE MATERIAL
AND IS ; TO BE MAINTAINED IN

THE 00 CASE FILE.
ff

MhK 1 4 2U0t)

iCase ID .: 163A-BK-342
_ . J, ~ Xd.1 - M!NNfcr.*X.<3Sena4 . 30 -

| 7^~
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Precedence: PRIORITY Date: 06/29/1999

To : Criminal Investigative

National Security
Honolulu
Milwaukee
Sacramento

Attn

:

Attn

:

Attn

:

Attn:
Attn

:

IR
SS

Bp-IRIL-TX

nrimpst* i a Tprrori
ASAC 3

hit

Eau Claire Resident Agency
Fresno Resident Agency

b6
b7C

Case ID #: 163A-BK-342 (Pending)

Title: HOUA LY - VICTIM;
I h VICTIM;
MISSING PERSONS; FPC - LAOS

011-662-205-4841

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

Synopsis: To report update of investigation.

Reference: 163A-BK-342 Serial 15

Details: On.Mav 4. 1999,1
^

appeared at the American Consulate General in Chiang Mar,
Thailand, to report that their relatives had crossed Thailand .

into Laos at Ban Houayxay border area, Bokeo Province on 4/19/99,
for a one day visit on the occasion of Songkran festival and have
not been heard from since. The complainants asked for assistance
in locating the captioned individuals

Since 6/2/99, Bangkok has coordinated a multi-front,
multi-agency effort for the purpose ofw determining the welfare
and whereabouts (w/w) of the captioned victims.

On 6/2/99, Legat
Vientiane, Laos to confer

, traveled to
with US Ambassador Wendy Chamberlin and

other Embassy officials on the captioned matter

bo
b7C

b6
b7C

On 6/7/99, Legat traveled to Chiang Mai, Thailand where
the matter was first brought to the US Consul General's attention
for further discussion and inquiry.

On 6/11/99, Assistant Legal Attache (ALAT)
traveled to Vientiane, Laos to meet with departing

Ambassador Chamberlin and discuss the proposal for a joint
cooperative US-Lao field investigation for the w/w of the
captioned persons . This proposal was cleared by the US
Department of State and presented to the Lao government on

, A 1 <•

Case ID : 163A-BK-342 Serial : 40

b6
b7C
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6/23/99,

On 6/18/99, ALAT
and int->rviPM f-hp. two complainants . f

traveled to Chiang Mai to meet

[and traveling companion

.

Lland on 2/20/99, and |

id, arriving at Bangkok 2/19/99,
departed Wisconsin ror mailand on 2/20/99, andHOUA LY,

flew from California to Thailanc

and since that date,
|

[had make two additional trips to
Thailand from the United States, including two Burma/Thailand
border crossings. I I had reportedly spent some time in>

Yunnan, China prior to his arrival in Thailand, also in February
1999

.

Purina the interviews, questions were raised to both
as to the purpose of their travels and the

fact that fourteen days had elapsed before the disappearances of
the victims were brought to the US Government's attention.
Although admitting that they were the last persons to have seen
the victims at the river crossing area in Chiang Kong, Thailand
on 4/19/99. 1 'Hprovided conflicting and
ambiguous details regarding their and the group's movements on
that date, including the fact that neither

] [

actually
"saw the Laotian men forced Mr. HOUA LY and

| |
into

a river boat that was waiting at the riverbank . Next , we saw the
boat speed away towards Ban Houayxay, Bokeo Province, Laos", as
they reported in their letter dated 5/10/99, and hand-delivered
;to the US Congress in Washington, D.C.

Neither agreed to furnish their
photograph for identification purposes, but both stated that they
were amenable to taking a polygraph test in the future.

an

'

On 6/21/99J
and advised that he.

[

and a
locating f

. telephonicallv contacted ALAT
Iwere successful

|
who have allegedly witnessed the arrest ot

in the evening of 4/19/ 99 , in Ban Houayxay, Laos.

On 6/23/99, ALAT traveled to Chiang Rai,aand to meet and interview the two witnesses advanced by[
and company.

advised that

On 4/19/99, [ 1 traveled several hours
I wasto Chiang Kong, where they met HOUA LY, _____

acquainted to at a refugee camp several years back. With HOUA
LY's encouragement, !

' ~

joined the captioned victims,
and five other unidentified males, four of whom came from across
the Thai/Lao border, on a boat that took them to Ban Houayxay,
Laos, purportedly to celebrate the Songkran. festivities there.

Upon landing, the group was met by a local police
commander who took them to a near-by hotel. The victims, the

b6
b7C
b7D

b6
b7C
b7D

b6
b7C
b7D

b6
b7C
b7D
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and were tola

some water,
opening.

~wh

and the unidentified male were put up in two rooms
to restrict their movements while waiting for a

di nnp.r to Ha arranged later in the evening. By 8:00 PM,

] decided to walk a short distance away to purcnase
en.

victims^
hhftv returned they saw, through the door

being handcuffed and arrested by
plain clothes, policemen. They immediately took off to the
riverside, managed to find a makeshift raft and floated back to
Thailand.

It was observed that at least
,

,

testimony may have been rehearsed in that it was a replica of
^on important points. Both individuals were

photograpned and agreed to Undergo a polygraph test in the

future

.

On
On 6/25/99,

/99». ALAT
„

1

L. Jbne assl
traveled to Vientiane, Laos,
gned US team leader, accompanied
ind Political Affairs Consuls, a

Laotian interpreter attended a meeting with the Lao joint
investigative team at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The Lao

team is composed of five high ranking officials representing the

Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Ministry of Interior, Department of

Defense and Bokeo Province.

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

The Laotians agreed to conduct a joint cooperative
field investigation in Bokeo, Laos with the United States team,

to commence on dr about Tuesday, 6/29/99 . It was also agreed
that the team may get access to various people and establishments

in ’the -area-, to- include:- border -crossings, -boat landings,,

airports, travel agencies, bus stations, hotels, restaurants,
night clubs, public markets, morgues, cremation facilities,
police stations, local jails, provincial prisons and other
locations as determined by field investigation. The Laotian
government restricted the inquiry to military prisons and
facilities, as the saw no relevance to the victims'
disappearance

.

On

[

6/26/99, ALAT
£

received a telephone call from
who claimed his group has made contact with

unidentified persons who have reportedly had daily access tor
I . i _*» i - 1 •

separate facilities
Ihoua LY. who are still alive, but kept in

it-.ies.l I (phonetic)

Laos
.

details regarding this latest report

both located m ban Hoayxay,
has been instructed to obtain additional

b6
b7C
b7D

Once the joint field investigation has begun at Ban
Hoayxay, attempts will be made to conduct an exhaustive inquiry
in the area, to include military installations there.

Investigation continuing at Bangkok.
Set Lead 1: (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES
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For information and clear.

LEAD (s)

:

Set Lead 2:

MILWAUKEE

AT EUA CLAIRE RA, WISCONSIN

Discontinue Bangkok's lead to contact and interview

|

as detailed in serial 15.

b7C
Set Lead 3

:

AT. EAU CLAIRE RA, WISCONSIN

Wi 11 expeditiously obtain an identifying photograph of

idate of birth

information on£
any,.

£ ]wl driver's license
and* forward to Bangkok, along with relevant

^

|
criminal history, wants and warrants, if

Set Lead* 4:

SACRAMENTO

AT"FRESNO; CA'

Discontinue Bangkok's lead to contact and interview
as detailed in serial 15.

Set Lead 5

:

AT FRESNO, CA

-A1

of
and forward

Will expeditiously obtain an identifying photograph
date of birth[

’

CA driver's license

.

to Bangkok, along with relevant information on[

criminal' history, wants and warrants, if any.

£
b) Sacramento is further requested to obtain any

inforamtion onl

Considering
! I

delay in
reporting the victims' disappearances and their conflicting
tstimOnies, Bangkok has not yet ruled out possible involvement in
foul play, on their part

.

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

mrirl80.ec
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Precedence : ROUTINE

To : Bangkok

Date: 06/30/1999

From: Bangkok
Contact

:

Approved By:

Drafted By: net

Case ID #: 163A-BK-342 (Pending)

Title : HOUA LY - VICTIM;
|

|- VICTIM;
MISSING PERSONS; FPC - LAOS

011-66-2-205-4080

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

Synopsis : Contact with

Details: On 06/30/1999. 1

received a telephone call froml

representative of the family oq
obtaining an update on the progress of investigators.

1 Leaat , Bangkok

,

[stated that as a
le is interested in

Legat advised that the FBI was working with the
United States Embassies in Thailand and Laos in an effort to

[

determine the fate
Leaat also advised

ofl and his associate Houa Ly.
that Assistant Legal Attache (ALAT)

1 is assigned to the mater .and has devoted a

considerable amount of time and effort to the case so far. Legat
reminded| |that it would be helpful i f the family would be
forthcoming about the details of l

"[activities and
associations in the months preceding his disappearance on
04/19/1999. Although[

'

victim on 04/19/1999 .

at this time.
to ae

:

acknowledged that he was with the

, he declined to provide any further details
stated that it was the responsibility of the

t thatinvestigators to determine the facts.
__

Legat advised
i

the families assistance in providing these details wouia^pe^of
great assistance to the investigation and that[^
free to contact Legat or ALAT

| |
at any time

information became available.

] should feel
if further

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

181net01.ec

-HQ - '3

L
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Precedence : PRIORITY

To : Bangkok
Criminal Investigative

From: Charlotte

Date: 07/01/1999

Attn
: ,

Attn : SSA[
IOB, IRS, IRU II

bo
b7C

919-854-2440

b6
b7C

Case ID #:

Title

:

163A-BK-342 (Pending)

IC

li

HOUA LY - VICTIM
- VICTIM

MISSING PERSONS
FPC - LAOS

b6
b7C

Synopsis: Lead 1 and 2 covered at Raleigh, North Carolina.

Details: For the information of Bangkok, investigation at

Raleigh, NC was negative. The address of 4781 Barn Drive,

Raleigh, NC, 36107 does not exist. Contact was made with the

City of Raleigh , Mapping Department, regarding the existence of

Bam Drive. The Mapping Department indicated that there is no

Barn Drive in Raleigh> NC. A check of the 1998 National Five

Digit Zip Code and Post Office Directory showed that the zip code

of 36107 provided by
— ~

1

A check of the North Carolina Department of Motor
Vehicles (NCDMV) found no match for |in Raleigh, NC. A
check of the 1999 BellSouth White paces tound~no listing for a...

- ] residing in

Raleign
Raleigh, NC.

|

There was one listing for a

, NC. Investigation found that moved out of

Division.
All logical investigation completed in th£ Charlotte

b6
b7C

r p
NlmK. Ji-4t

\

Case ID : 163A-BK-342 Serial . 41

tezLeJ.
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On 07/01/1999, telephonic contact with

The business was
changed from > its o

353S2

driver's license. The record also
address of I

and’ telephone numbers
!

(business)'. This is *shown to be a
business

.

na nis raaixxng auur
s is also reflected

ecord also reflects a current mail

^ied their records for the address I

ch was shown to have formerly house

As no further investigation remains at Fresno,
California, lead #5 of referenced communication is considered
covered.

tr

tr

tr

a
°
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7/12/99

On 6/18/99, |
I was interviewed by Supervisory

Special Agent (SSAll I
Federal Bureau of D

^
investigation (FBI) , at the United States Consulate General b7C
Office at 387 Wichayanond Road, Chiang Mai, Thailand. After
being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agent and the
nature of the interview,

|

(volunteered the following
information:

According to

I

loua Lv had met I lonetxc) imong-horn male

early March 1999 , Houa Ly persuaded
| \

identifiable witn
I to lend his name in order to purchase cellular

telephone numbed for Ly's personal use. During this
period of time, Houa Ly made a number of solo trips to Chiang Rai
region, reportedly to visit some acquaintances there : Houa Ly
rented a vehicle from Chiang Rai airport, drove to Thoeng, Chiang
Kham and .stayed in the area for about one week pripr to returning
to the Summit hotel in Chiang Mai. He did not travel to Chiang
Khong at this time. The second week of March saw Houa Ly
spending two nights at the Chiang Msi Phucome, then flying off to 1

Chiang Rai, followed by a drive to Mae Chan. While there, Houa
Ly reportedly spent his nights at the Rim Chan resort in ?Mae
Chan, and went to Phuen Ban hotel in Chiang Khong during the day, >

Case ID : 163A-BK-342 Serial : 58

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

,b 6

b7C

b6
b7C
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b6
b7C

|
|believed|

i of political7
" |

was probably involved in some
It was for this reason that Houakind of 'political 7 work . It was for this reason that Houa Ly

preferred to ‘Commute alone between Chiang Rai and Chiang Mai
during the month of March up until his < disappearance on 4/19/99

,

advisedleaving
that Houa Ly's

in Chiang Mai instead.
_

secret name' is Polchai (phonetic) and
-

*!

(phonetic) may be a nickname used bv I I (phonetic)

,

Laotian/Hmona-born malef

b6
b7C

Both Houa Ly and were comrades in-

arms who have fought alongside during the Vietnam war under the
leadership of former General Vang Pao, with Houa Ly being a
Captain, and

from

Knows more aoouc
[

advised that
] and

additional background information on the latter can be obtained

According to] |Houa Ly must have met
around April 10 or April 15, 1999.
Mai from China, where he acquired a

[
|at the

came t

rr- I hi
:1 in Cnia

girirnena
Providence hotel

after his arrival in
, | I apparently returned, to

,

to chiang
himself met
iang Mai,

the region onwhere the latter was staying a
2/20/99. In early March 1999.

, __ . _

tv><> n « to_sol3£e_some family problem after being called by|
|

b6
b7C

did not meet I

until the second week of April 1999

.

in Chiang Mai again

Htook a taxi ride
[at

On 4/16/99,
from Chiang Mai to Mae Chan. Both individuals proceeded to Mae
Sai, where they crossed the Thai/Burma border for the purpose of
having their passports stamped and their tourist stay in Thailand
extended. I _|

advised that he did not see either Houa Ly or
on this trip, both being in Mae Chan instead. He
returned to Chiang Mai via taxi on the same date.

b6
b7P

and
4/16/99.

On 4/17/99 J

Providence .hotel in Chiang Mai

,

stayed at the Chiang Mai

On 4/18/99,
at Mae Chan. They were later joined by1

Houa Ly flew to the Rim Chan resort

b6
b7C

The group of four spent the night of 4/18/99 at this
location.

At approximately 8:00 am on 4/19/99, all four checked
out of the resort, got into a rented 4-door grey colored Nissan
vehicle which Houa Ly had rented from Chiang Mai airport and
drove off to Chiang Khong, arriving there at approximately 111:00

am. The group walked around the Chiang .Khong market area, then
went to the dock area where they watched the boats until
approximately 2:00 pm. While there, |

I observed two
Asian males approach and talk to Houa Ly and I I 'One

individual was identified as

b6
b7C

(phonetic) , a Laotian police
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official and the other may be identifiable withf,
the occasion to take a photograph of Houa Ly analsioQ to take a photograph of Houa Ly

advised that he provided this ppiginai color'
a copy of which

hands
photograpn to
also furnished to members of the U.S. Congress,
added that two days prior to his day trip to Burma, he met Houa
Ly and l Ion 4/14/99 in Chiang Mai, where
stated that he had met

T 3

Page 3

ltook
ing

b6

fs b7C

a few times previously.

At gome point during the chat between Houa Ly and

1
heard the former inquire about visa formalities if

assured that thisone were to enter into Laos, at which
should not be a problem, since he is fcne responsible official,.
and he would take care of it, lthen asked

lif -he would like to go into Laos, and that they mu^t fr^ve

tneir U.S. passports in their possession at the time *v

3*
believed that Houa Ly took his cellular telephone number
with him into Laos. I

'

I who advised that

also
952-3487

b6
b7C

had with
the individual reported to ne
from Laos at approximately 4

pick up a cellular telephone
not- well acrOSS

1

came back
00 nm on the same

to Chiang Khong
date, 4/19/99 to

probably because Houa Lv's
thS JtoKifer. Also according to

|

lives near Ban Houayxay in Bokeo province, Laos.

,

, stayed at the Chiang Khong riverside

.

area until approximately 7:00 pm, then took the 7:50 pm flight
back to Chiang Mai and checked in the Chiang Mai Providence
.hotel. On 4/20/99. I Iattempted. to call HoUa Ly'

s

cellular telephone number 01-952-3487. The first two tries went

unanswered, and the third call was picked up by an angry male
voice who spoke English with an Asian accent: "Who is HoUa Ly?

He is not here"

.

b6
b7C

Houa Ly are employed at the
wigrrmain TiaRiift Mills in Wisconsin, earning an hourly salary of

advised that Houa Ly brought

along his own savings of US$10,000 to US$20,000 on the trip from

the U.S;, whereas I Ihimself carried about US$5,000. Houa Ly is

well known among friends and relatives for his generosity.
1 z- ic t 1 1 fa inRurance

b6
b7C

lis not sure if Houa Ly has any sizeable life insurance on ms
name, noting that he purchased a new home for $120,000 three
months ago.

After Houa Ly's disappearance,!
departed Thailand for the U.S. on 5/7/99, stopping in Washington,
D.C. on their way back to present their complaint letter to
members of the U.S. Congress. When , incruired frs to, why

|
did not in

• i_ i

disappearance^ to do
jitely report

r

to tne authorities,
|

advised that ne nas asKeaf
so, but was told to hold off by the latter.

|
is wxxxxnif to

provide a photograph of himself for identification purpose, and
is amenable to take a lie detector test in the future.

b6
b7C
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7/13/99

On 6/18/99, |~ |was Interviewed by Supervisory

Special Agent (SSA3 iFederal Bureau of

Investigation (FBI), at the United States Consulate General

Office at 387 Wicliayanond Road, Ch.lang Mai, Thailand. After

being advised of the identity of the Interviewing Agent and the

nature of the interview,) [volunteered the following

Information:

b6
b7C

|
|ls a U.S. citizen of lao/Kmong or igin, born on

|
He carries U.S. passport nunbeq

|

issued on 1/22/99 at San Francisco Passport Agency, California

State drivers license numbed I
His nailing address is

Through interview and review of

|

the following is determined:

passport

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

Case ID : 163A-BK-342 Serial : 57
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Precedence : PRIORITY Date: 07/14/1999

To : Bangkok Attn : ALAT
|

b6
011-662-205-4841 b7C

From : Milwaukee
Squad 7, Bau Claire Resident Agency
Contact : SA

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 163A-BK-342 (Pending)

"b6

b7C
emw

Title : HOUA LY - VICTIM;
- VICTIM;

3k;

b6
b7C

MISSING PERSOt
FPC - LAOS

Synopsis: The purpose of this communication is to report to

Bangkok the results of covered lead at Milwaukee, Bau Claire

Resident Agency.

Reference: 163A-BK-342 Serial 40

Bnrinfflirftfl: Enclosed for Bangkok is an identifying photograph of

date of birth
I
date of birth I

“
I obtained from Wisconsin

Transportation:—PhdtogrAph date 02/23/1998

.

Details: On 06/29/1999, an inquiry was made at the Eau Claire

Police Department (BCPD) in regard to
|

|

Inquiry

indicated negative contacts with|
|

at BCPD.

A computer generated photograph yac nht-ainpd

Wisconsin Department of Transportation of 1

Driver's License Number

from the
Wisconsin

Inasmuch as no further investigation has been

requested, Milwaukee Division, more specifically, Eau Claire

Resident Agency considers assigned lead covered and no further

investigation will be conducted.

CC: 1 - SA
b6
b7C

b6
b7C

b6
b7C
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At approximately 6; 00 am on 6/28/ 99, Supervisory
Special Agent (SSA) I

'
|
Federal Bureau of

—

Investigation (FBI), telephonically contacted
) |

at
cellular number

| |

After being advised of the identity
of the Agent and the nature of the contact,

| |
furnished the

following information:

Regarc
relayed by

the identity of the sources of the report
Ion 6/26/99, he advised

|

| |
advised that he was most recently in contact with

his sources, and was told that they have not been able to locate
|and inquire any further into the

report . However, it appeared to them that the victims had been
moved to other locations

. |
I
and associate I |

.are

traveling to Chiang Khong in order to pursue this latest lead.

| was instructed to attempt to contact the
sources, and make them available for a telephonic interview by
the Agent or Legal Attache (Legat) I ~l in the
immediate future in order to corroborate the report. b6

i 1
b7«

was further advised' that continuous
'attempts -at contacting him telephonically by .the. Agent and ,Legat

| over the past 2 days Came unanswered . I I claimed that
his cellular telephone was turned 1 on at all times.

Case ID : 163A-BK-342 - Serial : 63
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7/21/99

On 6/23/99/ [
—I ^ ^ J"

male, date of birth [

] met Supervisory Special Agent (SSA)

Federal Bureau of investigation (FBI) at the Wiang Inn hotel at

1

893 Phahon Yothin Road. Chiana Rai. Thailand.
Special Agents (SAs)
Enforcement Agency (DEA)

.

Also present were
Drug

It was previously agreed that was to produce
the two eyewitnesses for interview by the FBI this location

Jinsistedand bn this date. However, prior to doing so,

that he needed to speak to the interviewing Agent,
furnished the following information:

Thereupon, he

bo
b7C

b6
b7C

He has tried unsuccessfully to locate two possible
witnesses and/or players' (verbatim) who reportedly traveled to
Ban Houayxai, Laos in the company of Houa Ly and

| Ion
4/19/99 and had managed to escape back to Thailand^ His ettorts
vere unanswered until 6/18/99. The witnesses are identified as

b6
b7C
b7D

i

stated that due to| unique
circumstance " (verbatim) , their coming into the inquiry as
witnesses poses a threat to their personal security and that of
their family members f
would like to present three

Therefore,

£

].

(3) requests of the US government and
the interviewing Agent on the witnesses' behalf, prior to making
them available for interview:

1 . |
jwould like their report to remain anonymous;

2. The witnesses would like to know, once they have been
interviewed, what the FBI and the interviewing Agent can do to
assure them of their safety and their family's safety

3. The witnesses insisted that their interviews be tape recorded
and that the interviewing Agent provide them a hand-signed
business card.

To these conditions, added the fourth, that

b6
b7C
b7D

Case ID : 163A-BK-342 Serial : 62

b6
b7C
b7D
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since the witnesses only speak the Hmong dialect, he offered his

assistance as an interpreter during the interviews.

that
.was advised to relay to the alleged witnesses

thexr report will remain confidential and known only to law

enforcement officers for the time being, and there is no
ftxnressed promise or guarantee for their safety

,
inasmuch as they requested to tape

record the interview, a copy of it would be provided to the
Furthermore , there is no need for

i

IT

]

interviewing Agent as well,
assistance in translation from
by SAs |

of the witnesses.
who wi!

(

as this will be provided
ne present during the interviews

bo
b7C
b7D
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7/21/99

On 6/21/99, male, date of birth

|
ftelephonicaiiy contacted Supervisory Special Agent (SSA)

I

~1 Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) and'

volunteered the following information:

He hag '•finecessfuilv located two witnesses to the

disappearance ofl and associate Houa Ly
and will make them available for interview by the FBI. These
> _ a 1 . „ 1 3 I

individuals are identified as

3
iduals are iaer
According to[ the witnesses presently live In

1. (phonetic) ,.[

”

They claimed' to have met
lat cne uniang Khong boat dock on 4/19/99,

f
have

traveled with! the victims to. Laos, then later escaped

P

Inasmuch as the witnesses speak Lao and do not have

access to a car or a telephone, al,

interview would' have to go through
arrangements for a personal

himself.

b6
b7C

b6
b7C
b7D

b6
b7C

Case ID : 163A-BK-342
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__7/2l/99

male.At approximately 7:28 am on 6/26/99,
date of birth \ J telephonically contacted
Supervisory Special' Agent (SSA) I I

Federal Bureau
_

of Investigation (FBI) ,, who was at Lao Hotel 'Plaza,, 63 'Samsenthai

Road, Vientiane, Laos at the time. Thereafter, he furnished the

following information:

He has most recently received information that both
victims are still alive;

[
Tis in custody at Lao

,mmcarv camp.i npnonecic;*, l
I Houa Ly is being kept at

.the Army, prison Camp

When ipressed as to the source of information,,
,

I
advised .that the report Came from sources he has yet to

identify to the Agent, and who have been in contact with the

victims and are able to deliver food to them daily. The
informants, assuredl Ithat they would

•[

alive.
Houa Ly to prove, that the victim is still.

b6
b7C

,
, was instructed to immediately* contact his

sources and reguest from them detailed* drawing and/or maps—i^f the

prisbns> army 'Camps* arid relevant locations j
along

with additional, relevant data on* their sightings.

bo
b7C
b7D

b6
b7C
b7D
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7/21/99

At approximately 7:50 am on 6/30/99,
date o£ birth

[

male.

Supervisory Special Agent (SSA)

I

]
telephonicaliy contacted 1

1 Federal Bureau
of" Investigation (FBI) . SSA

| I was on her
*r°

the
American Embassy located at Bartholonie Road, Vientiane, Laos at
the time of the call. Thereafter, the following information was
received:

b6
b7C

inquired that there have been rumors being
circulated recently about a US-Lao joint government
investigation team that will travel to Laos and wanted the Agent
to confirm this information. The Agent advised

|

|to recheck
with his sources on the rumor, noting that the US government doe

|

not have enough manpower to chase after every speculation.
| |

I and company were urged to present concrete evidence or
"anything .close to evidence' (verbatim) in order to assist the
investigators in finding their missing relatives and act on the
leads

.

£ was also queried about the status of the
request for him and associates to reconfirm reports ofAgent '

s

prisoner sightings fr
issociat

:om theirl Isources (see report of
telephonic contact bv f I on 6/26/99) . At this point.

1 became irate, and insisted that the Agent answer first
“7 l. J tt- a. **ViA*< ft r.y^e *

n

to his own question. He went on to state that, he was used to
police work, and based on his own experience, he would cooperate
closely with the witnesses and treat them well if he were the,

Agent. In addition,! [said, this- is a- one-man -sjiOKl.

(verbatim) . The Agent retuted this assertion, reminding
!

that there are actually three of them who are conducting cne
inquiry in Thailand:

|

|besides himself,
at the Agent has not had any prooiem communicating with.

b6
b7 C

continued to express his hostility towards the
Agent ana raised his voice, saying he did not appreciate . the
Agent's behavior towards him, as if she was like some kind of
God' (phonetic) . Prior to hanging up, he thr^atenQd to call and
report to the Agent's superior, Legal Attache

b6
b7C
b7D

b6
b7C

jcRIAUZEO—MffUEO

MAR 1 4 2000
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Case ID : 163A-BK-342 Serial : 65
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7/22/99

On 7/15/99, Supervisory Special Agent (SSA)
| |

I ~l Federal Bureau of Investigation. (FRT) telftPhonically
contacted ! I male, date of birthl Jon
cellular telephone numberl 1 After being advised of

identity of the contacting Agent and the nature of the
interview, furnished the following information:

Regarding the circumstances of his meeting
I identified as I |detailed
in his interview on 6/18/99 J

|

advised that he first saw
this individual when he arrived at tne village of Thoeng
(phonetic) and only spent time with the latter when both rode the

bus to Chiang Rai sometime at the end of April. 12.
99 . When the

contacting Agent noted that she believed
|

__|was in the
company of | on more .than one occasion, he stated that

was what he recalled.

| |
was "further requested to provide the names and 1

locations of various hotels he stayed at, especially on the night

of 4/19/99 in Chiang Khong and during the period of 4/19/99
leading to 5/4/99 when he and! I

first reported' the

disappearance of | |
to the US authorities. I I

advised that Sri Tokyo, Sumit are among the hotels he has
frequented in Chiang Mai, Thailand. Without further elaboration,

I Inoted* that he and his friends usually registered at

various hotels under bogus names' (verbatim).

'When asked* for ~a follow * up ‘meeting* 'to- discuss* further
into this matter, I

~| advised that this could be done on the

^telephone instead. Since the calling Agent had to interrupt the

call for another appointment, she infopted the latter that she

would call again and certainly would like to meet with him in
person prior to his departure from Bangkok.



7/22/99
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At approximately 9:40 pm on 6/30/99,
date of birth
Supervisory Special Agent

male.

73330 Federal Bureau

The female known as

I telephonically contacted
1 earlier in the same evening of 6/30/99 to inform that
Id release the prisoners Houa Lv andl I late

I Ihimself has to

1

they"

]
later thiswould release the prisoners Houa

very night, in the condition that
travel "there" to pick them up. f [was confused and
uncertain of the validity of the claim and wanted to get an
opinion from the Agent.

When asked how would
|

be privy to such highly
sensitive information if there was one,

|

~
|
belieyed_that

the female has apparently established contacts "there" . I I

explained "they" indicate the Lao government, "there" points to
Ban Houayxai , Laos

.

b6
b7C

of Investigation (FBI) , who was at Phousy Hotel located at Thanon
Kitsalat, Luang Prabang, Laos at the time. Thereafter, he
furnished the following information:

b6
b i

The Agent remindedV
• J i.1 M- ' 1.

1 to be extremely cautious
iiaii

b6
b7C

and to consider the timing of the claim and possible release.
Any legitimate government office would not conduct its business
so late In the day. I I reported he already refused the offer,
because he ’"did not want -to-become another case" (verbatim) of
missing American citizen.

i
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On at least ten (10) occasions and at various times on
7/19/99 and 7/20/99. Supervisory Special Agent (SSA)

| I

Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) attempted place

;outgoing telephone calls *to I
|at cellular telephone number

The calls were .put through, but received no answer
unti l approximately 6:11 pm on 7/20/99: An Asian female^claiming
fo, h3 [picked up the call and advised that

|was not available. Shortly thereafter, another calTwas
placed to the aforementioned number through the assistance of a

Thai interpreter, and was answered bv the same unidentified’

female. She stated* that
|

,had ;departed Thailand for

America two days prior, ’and he had sold this cellular* telephone

to her for her personal use. «She also advised that
|

|does,

call in on occasion, and when he does: next, she will relay the

message for him to contact SSA
|

Case ID : 163A-BK-342 Serial : 68
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Precedence : ROUTINE

To : Bangkok

From: Bangkok
|

Contact
:

Approved By:

Drafted By:
| [

mnr

Case ID #: 163A-BK-342 (Pending)

Title: HOUA LY - VICTIM;
I I - VICTIM;
MISSING PERSONS

;

FPC - LAOS

Date: 07/27/1999

tel# 011-66-2-205-4841

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

Synopsis: To report information furnished by the DEA.

Details: Reference Chiang Mai Cable 00222 dated 5/11/99.

On 7/19/99, Assistant Legal Attache (ALAT )

|

I tftlftphonicallv contacted Special Agent (SA )

\

Referral /Consult

On 7/21/99. ALAT

I

telephonically contacted S

b6
b7C
Referral/Consult

When AJU
reportinc

1 Referral/Consult
A review of referenced Chiang Mai cable revealed the

following: "On 5/7/99, the Chiang Mai Consulate notified! I
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b6
-b7C
Referral /Consult

The purpose of ALAT contacts withf

On instant date, SA|
lelephonicallv contacted ALAT

I

I to advise that the

According to a statementb6
H—b7C

Referral/Consult

|
| one of the two complainants and: self-described*

witnesses who last saw the victims at Chiang Khong, Thailand on
4/19/59.

No further information is available at this time.
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Precedence : ROUTINE Date: 08/02/1999

To : Sacramento Attn : SAC
Examiner

From: Sacramento
Fresno RA

|

Contact SA

Approved By:

Drafted By:
^

Case ID #: 163A-BK-342 (Pending)

Title: HOUA LY - VICTIM: b6
I I

- VICTIM; b7C
FPC - LAOS

Synopsis: It is requested a polygraph examination be authorized
in captioned matter.

Details: Legat Bangkok is currently the office of origin in this
case. They request that|

|
a witnesses in this case, be

given a polygraph because he has told conflicting stories of the
disappearance of the victim to Legat Bangkok.

a. NAME:

DOB:

POB:

b6
b7C

ADDRESS

:

(See serial 69, Lead 2 for more information.) The
examinee appears to be in good mental and physical health.

APPROVED BY SUPERVISOR:

DATE APPROVED:

AUTHORIZED BY SAC:

DATE AUTHORIZED:

A/Q -

I

: £UU0

Ezaz

NwAri x £uuO

f.l

Case ID : 163A-BK-342
94-SC-C30916-C

Serial : 70
87
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Precedence

:

To:

ROUTINE

National Security
Bangkok

Attn:
Attn:

Date: 08/02/1999

Domestic Terrorism Unit

From: Milwaukee

Case ID #: 163A-BK-342

Title : .
wr>rm t.v - vt

(Pending)

JTIMVICTIM

b6
b7C

FPC - Laos

Synopsis : Lead covered

.

Pefails: On 07/29/1999. was interviewed at, his home,

|
telephone

ahonf hi s involvement in the disappearance of HOUA LY and
on 04/19/1999. He provided the following

information:

On 04/19/1999 at 11:00 am. met 1 HOUA LY,

Jat the Puem Bong (phonetic) Hotel in
Chanq Mai. The men socialized in the hotel until 12:00 pm, when

|

Hleft and LY departed to met alone with a yroman
did not know why LY andnamed

|

were meeting separately.

At approximately 1:00 pm, the three men met with

I

near the Mekong River.
[

|left LY and I

and went to look at vendors near tne river. 1

l

2:00 pm- 1 J returned to the last place
they saw LY and| land the men were gone. Shortly
affe-r f.hey saw LY andl lin a boat crossincr the Mekoncr

River towards Laos witH 1 Two other
witnesses in the boat were 1 both
Aflian malftfl.

|

: There were nine people m tne

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

asked
At 3: 00 pm,

if she had seen LY an
saw the two go across the river wi

returned to the hotel and
She advised she

did not have the negatives of the previously provided

b6
b7C

Case ID : 163A-BK-342 Serial .: 72
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He said that he threw themphotos of
|

away, then said he lost them and finally said they were
destroyed.

J went to Thailand on 07/24/1999 wihh_on€
/ to pay for the release of LY andl 1 c

b6
b7C

xe million
Baht currency to ,pay for the release of LY andl 1 on
n*7/P Q/i qqq , tVip, two are staying at the Golden T Hotel in Chang
Mai , 1 telephone number 053-409-288.

During the interview, was deceptive with the*** » *w •• f
I

|
—— —' — — — - —

interviewing agent on many faces . He would not give a straight
answer on the location of the photo negatives he previously
supplied and his story has many inconsistences.

The photographs previously provided to Bangkok are marked
as to who they are of and the date taken.

Although
|

I agreed to fake a polygraph, he stated that
o talk with a Ihe would want to

tor the poiygrapn.
in order to get permission

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

Milwaukee considers this lead covered.

Descriptive Data:

Main Subject
Name -

Last

:

First

:

' Middle

:

Race:
Height:
Weight

:

Hair:
Eyes:
Sex:
DOB:
Address (es) -

House #:
Street Name:
City:
State

:

b6
b7C

Phone #:
Miscellaneous b6

b7C
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Ambassador

Through DCM

5 August 1999

b6
b7C

Subject: Welfare

HouaLyan
'w)of

[
Missing persons

Reference Vientiane cable 01208, Bangkok cable 09782.

On 5/4/991

|
appeared at the American Consulate General office In Chiang

Mai, Thailand to report that their relatives had crossed Thailand into Laos at Ban Houayxai

border area, Bokeo province on 4/19/99, for a one-day visit on the occasion ofSongkran festival

and have not been heard from since. The complainants asked for assistance in locating the

captioned individuals.

On 5/27/99, Ambassador Wendy Chamberlin at Vientiane, Laos, through Vientiane cable

0922 and personal telephone call, requested the assistance ofthe FBI in pursuing the

inquiry into a possible kidnapping of the victims across international borders and sorting out the

numerous inconsistencies presented in this case.

Since 6/2/99, the Legal Attache (Legat) office at Bangkok has coordinated a multi-front

effort for the primary purpose ofassisting the Consular sections at the American Embassies in

Thailand and Laos in determining the w/w ofthe victims.

On 6/2/99, Legat
| J

traveled to Vientiane, Laos to confer with US

Ambassador Wendy Chamberlin and other Embassy officials on the captioned matter.

On 6/7/99, Legat traveled to Chiang Mai, Chiang Rai, Chiang Khong, Thailand to meet

and discuss with the Consul General and Consul in Chiang Mai, the Naay Amphur ofChiang

Khong, various Thai military intelligence personnel, and interview a number ofp^sifel^ /jj(

witnesses in the area. 1
.jv^***^- •

'sT
=r'

I SERIALIZED— FHw

b6
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CC.: cgI
cg[

[Bangkok

|
Chiang Mai

Charge d’Affaire:

bo
b7C

Jvientiane

traveled to Vientiane,On 6/1 1/99, Assistant Legal Attache (ALAT]

Laos to meet with departing Ambassador Chamberlin and discuss the proposal for a joint US-Lao

field investigation in Laos. It should be noted that the Lao government has remained steadfast in

its denial ofever seeing or arresting the victims in Laos.

On 6/ 1 8/99. ALATl

complainants

traveled to Chiang Mai to meet and interview the two

b6
b7C

On 6/21/99, ALAT[
investigation.

traveled to Vientiane to finalize plans for the US-Lao field

On firn/QQ AT,AT I "[traveled to Chiang Rai to meet and interview)

]and^

On 7/14/99, ALAl|
~

discrepancies between his and [
_
traveled to Chiang Mai to re-interview ]onthe

and their statement to ALAT during the 6/18/99 interview. ALAT also interviewed many

b6two witnesses who were located and presented by]
J

company for questioning. These individuals claimed to have accompamed the captioned victims
]q 7 q

on their boat trip from Chiang Khong, Thailand to Ban Houavxai. Laos in the afternoon of

4/19/99, and later.witnessed the arrest ofvictiml |
by several Lao policemen at a

hotel, also in Ban Houayxai.

On 6/25/99, ALAT] the designated US team leader, accompanied by two

American Citizen Service and Political Affairs Consuls and a Laotian interpreter, attended a

meeting with the Lao counterparts at the Ministry ofForeign Affairs in Vientiane. The Lao team

is composed of five high ranking officials representing the Ministry ofForeign Affairs, Ministry

ofInterior, Department ofDefense and Bokeo province. On 7/2 and 7/3/99, thejoint US-Lao

team conducted the field investigation in Ban Houayxai, as detailed in Vientiane cable 01208.

During this fact-finding mission, the team made inquiries ofl

| [
the purported location of arrest described by

| Ksupra.). This person advised that during the period of4/4 through 4/19/99,

the hotel business was slow, and she only noted a few foreign guests, mostly ‘back packers’ and

no one from America. There were no plain-clothed police officers or any group ofofficers who

came to the hotel on 4/19/99, and no arrest was made at the hotel or in the proximity ofthe hotel

on that date or any other date. On the other hand, personal observation ofthe hotel location and

building layout by ALATl lid not in anyway match with the previous descriptions ofthe

location byl

b6
b7C

b6
[complaint letter to the US Congress dated 5/10/99 b 7 C
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1

employees at three hotels frequented by the victims and their associates in Chiang Mai, Thailand.

On several occasions since 6/10/99, ALAt] [
was telephonically contacted byT

”

I

1 j - - 1- J d. J OO

1. Victims Houa Ly|^

Houayxai.

who took turn to provide numerous unconfirmed rumors, such as:

Iwere being kept at a farm in the outskirts ofBan
b6
b7C

2. The victims are still alive but kept in custody at separate Lao Army facilities in Ban

Houayxai.
M

3. The victims may have been moved to other locations in Laos and the sources ofthe reports

have not been located for corroboration.

4.

As of 7/8/99, two persons identifiable with the victims had escaped from Laos and were in the

custody ofThai authorities in Thailand.

Additionally, a number ofransom demands have been in circulation since the victims’

disappearance on 4/19/99:

a. A ransom ofB$700,000 was to be paid on 5/7/99 for the victims’ release.

b. The victims were due to be released on 6/30/99 in exchange for 1 million bahts and

on the condition that travel to Laos to conduct the negotiation with unknown

persons.

bo
b7C

c. As of 7/4/99, the ransom demand was raised to 3 up to 5 million bahts, and the victims were

supposedly doing hard labor at a prison in Ban Houayxai. Referral/Consult

d. The latest unconfirmed information was that reported by

Other U.S. government agencies have been obtaining contradictory source and/or

, intelligence information which variously described the victims as being executed, imprisoned in

Laos, alive in Thailand or being held for ransom in Laos. In most cases, the FBI was unable to

track down the sources ofthe stories.

The fact remains that two American citizens are still missing, and the last

evidence oftheir presence was on 4/16/99, when they crossed the Burma/Thai borders on a

day-trip, probably in order to extend their tourist stay in Thailand. Inquiries with the Thai and

Lao Border Immigration have failed to reveal any records ofthe victims ever crossing Thailand

at Chiang Khong or entering Laos at Ban Houayxai. Efforts are currently underway to locate

and interview several other potential witnesses and persons who may furnish information on the
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8/16/99

During the period of July 2 through July 4. 1999,
Supervisory Special Agent (SSA) I

|

Federal Bureau
of Investigation (FBI) led a joint US-Lao team of investigators b6
to conduct a fact-finding trip at Ban Houayxai, Laos. The b7C
purpose of the trip was to determine the welfare and whereabouts
(w/w) of Houa Ly and| |two Hmong-born, American
citizens who were reported oy relatives to have disappeared at

J).rEio
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From: LG-SNADS.BKPOI 1

.

To: HQD5.D5POf
Date: Mon. Aug 23,1999 6

Subject: Dearl

ALL FBI INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 03-14-2012 BY 60324 uc b5ATE 03-14-2012 BY 60324 uc baw/sab/lsg

oga information handled per letter d.

3/5/2012

We were recently forwarded an E-mail message from JUS State

Department Country Officer for laos who wanted to touch base with us directly
regarding the welfare and whereabouts (w/w) of Houa Ly

|

She

advised that State has been under increasing Congressional pressure to explain

the status of the investigation and the US government’s efforts to resolve the

case. USDS has done 3 formal briefings on the Hill, and has talked to

Congressional staffers frequently on the subject matter.

Referral/Consult

\ I unanimously voted you as the FBI Rep. and would like to

nominate you to attend the meeting. If you are interested in doing so, please

^Mie-know^oyrtelephone number ASAP to forward to USDS. Also check

uploaded document&ln ACS for more information on the case, file number

163A-BK-342. A

REPLY!
FROM:

WGKOK

DATE: 1999-08-04

TIME: 15:45
b6
b7C

SUBJECT: Vientiane

PRIORITY: R
ATTACHMENTS:

Date: 08/04/19

From:l

To:r
Subject: vientiar

3:45 pm (Wednesday)

TLEGAT BANGKOK: I

I

I just wanted to know if there are any new developments re

he two missing individuals. I know you are very busy, but if you get

a chance please let me know of any new developments. Thanks,

C

VS

SERIALIZED

MAR 1 4 2000
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INTERAGENY MEETING ON MISSING CITIZENS IN LAOS

AUGUST 27 /
1999 , STATE DEPARTMENT, ROOM 6205

oga information handled per
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In the eairly afternoon of 7/4/99, upon landing at
Chiang Khong riverside from a brief long tail boat trip from
opposite Ban Houayxai, Laos, Supervisory Special Agent (SSA)

I I Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)

,

underwent immigration formalities at the Thai Immigration Bureau,
where she met and interviewed Thai Immigration officer

I regarding the welfare and whereabouts (w/w)
of Houa Ly andl two Hmong-born, American citizens
who were reported ny relatives to have been seen embarking a long
tail boat at Chiang Khong, Thailand for Ban Houayxai, Laos on
4/19/99.

b6
b hf r'

/ L

Officer
|

| advised that the Song
Kran water festival, also known as the Thai New Year was
generally celebrated from April 9 through 20 of this year.
However, at no time during this period or any other that anyone
would be -allowed to leave or enter Thailand without going through
immigration formality. Everyone need to have their passports
stamped, or in the case of Lao travelers from the opposite side,
present their border passes for immigration inspection.

He recalled that he was not on duty on the particular
date of Monday, April 19, 1999 and was not in a position to

1 However, .heprovide information of interest to SSA
promised to check with other officers who were! Officer
|~

“[ allowed photographs taken of himself and
the Immigration Bureau for identification purposes. He was also
provided a set of copies of photographs of the missing victims
Houa Ly and|

’

Bureau.

and of individuals purported to be
]tor tur'ther inquiries by the Immigration

b6
b7C

walkedPrior to departing Chiang Khong, SSA
through the surrounding area and took several photographs of the
long tail boats parked on the riverside, the exterior of the
Chiang Khong Customs Boundary Post, the truck loading dock, the
small shops/shacks on the riverside and by the road side leading
to the boat landing. It should be noted that the boat trip from
Ban Houayxai to Chiang Khong via slow moving, long tail boat
lasted no more than two minutes, and standing from the boat
landing in Chiang Khong, one can clearly see the main passenger
boat landing and Immigration office at Ban Houayxai, Laos. A
photograph supporting this observation was taken as well

.
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Case ID : 163A-BK-342 Serial : 87
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; As you may have heard, 2 ethnic Hmong with dual citizenship (1 from California, 1 from Wisconsin)

apparently crosed into Laos from Cambodia and have been missing since April. They may have been
I potitical activists opposing the gov't in Laos. The State Department has been giving regular briefings to

Hill staff (the same Cambodia/Columbia crowd from H!RC, SFAC, Rohrbacher, etc)~and State has now
asked the FBI to come along.

I told the people at State thatwe would go up with them to talk to staff person from Rep. Mark Green’s

offioe (Wisconsin), who has been following it closely and is dealing with family members- but thatwe
would not volunteer ourselves to go up and speak in any broader, open forum with the loonies. (They will

get to us soon enough) Needless to say, this is a pending investigation and we do not have any news to

offer. But I said as a courtesy, we would talk to family Members or their Representative. State

Department was happy with that compromise (for now, anyway. I get the feeling they are about to, once

again, deflect this issue on to US,. No formal mpfitinn with Ren Grin's nennlft has been set vet and

they may decide they don't want to talk to the FBI.|
|

u

b
b
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Your message:

TO: LEGAT - BANGKOK DATE: 08/04/99

SUBJECT: Vientiane TIME: 3:45 PM

Was accessed on 08/05/99 at 2:43 PM
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Dear
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Our E-mail system has been down for several days until now, therefore we have

not been able to reply to you earlier.

For your information, I spoke to Consul l I
US Embassy at

Vientiane, Laos on 9/7/99, who advised that he is still waiting for the green lights from

the Lao Government for the upcoming fact-finding trip to Ban Houayxai, Laos. He also

said that during a recent meeting between US Department of State (Consular Affairs)

personnel and family members of the victims in Washington, D.C., the Attorney for the

family oil |has expressed interest in cooperating with the FBI investigation

of his disappearance^ ]

On 9/16/99, 1 spoke to SA Fresno RA, who said that based onV I l v/ v/ VVy w tv *
| I

~ ~

recent reports by a CW and a confidential source, which she will put in writing, over 70

Hmong-Americans left the US for Thailand with $800,000 this past February, for the

purpose of mounting a general offensive against the current Lao Government on behalf

of General Vang Pao. They were divided into 3 groups, the Northern, Central (which

included Houa Ly and I and Southern phalanxes. In fact, the Southern

wing decided not to go into Laos, whereas the Central did, and suffered very heavy

casualties and many of them were shot and/or killed. Again, according to the Fresno

sources, Houa Ly andL

I l CU IU/VJ 1 nycuu, UWWIVIIMV^ IV HIV ivviiv

]along with the 2 ‘eyewitnesses’ (identifiable withVUIVM ...... ...« — \

]whom I interviewed back in June andwere observed
)

crossed the river into Ban Houayxai, Laos on 4/19/99. They went to some place there

and got very drunk. Somehow, the eyewitnesses were able to sense at the time that

they were ‘betrayed’ by unidentified persons and immediately took off and escaped

back to Thailand. The sources went on to say that Houa Ly was then placed under

arrest and his tongue was cut off.

s£ ladvised that despite several attempts at contacting

ind one of 2 original ‘eyewitnesses"), he has yei to return her

calls in order to schedule for the polygraph test which he has been trying to avoid for so

]added that the Lao-Hmong community in the US is currently divided

into 2 factions, one is very much pro-General Vang Pao, the other against and accusing

I
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1

him of extortion and siphoning money contributed by his people for his own enrichment.
General Pao reportedly owns several real estates in Australia, France, and even some
hotels in Hong Kong, etc. Finally, there are records of anonymous letters addressed,to
FBI Sacramento which indicated that

both share holders in

A Bangkok Post newspaper article published on 9/18/99 suggested that the two
victims Houa Ly were gun and cash toting their way into Laos, and
met with foul play by unidentified suspects rather than being captured by the Lao
Government and are feared dead.

This mnrnjnri- 9/91/99 I snnkp In £a[

who advised tha| land along with

cently made a statement to ? rpimnip snmpe that

cross

original “eyewitness’ tei

actually, neither he nor[ ^aw the victims Houa Ly and
|

Chiang Khonq, Thailand into Laos on 4/19/99, as they have claimed all along! and that

Jwere the actual eyewitnesses instead. SAl lalso advised that

another Laos-Hmong individual residing in Thailand has recently sent a letter, written in

the Lao language, tc| |(a copy of which was provided to us), which
purportedly included a hand-written map of the location where Houa Ly’s body can be
found, in an area South of Ban Houayxai, Laos. Also in the letter was the mention of a
large sum of money being sent over to Thailand to assistl

uuestions were raised as to wnetner the hBi can assist them m such
]that we would lik^endeavor.Tadvised SA|

locate [so we can request that they take the polygraph test

]to help

During the weekly NAS meeting this morning, 9/21/99, Ambassador Hecklinger

has asked if the FBI is interested in conducting an investigation into gun running, drug
dealing and other political activities by General Vang Pao and his followers.

b6
b7C

Green Bav RA. Wisconsin.

made the

b6
b7
b7

9721799-

b6
b7C

PS: Late yesterday afternoon, 9/21/99, 1 received a copy of the aforementioned letter

which was translated from Lao into English bv our Embassy in Vientiane. It turns out

that the document was written by|
|

himself
l lor

self-claimed eyewitnesses who pfaceo tne victims in Laos). b6
b7C
b7D

u
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence

:

Tot

ROUTINE Date: 09/08/1999

From:

Bangkok
National Security

Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Squad 6,, GBRA
Contact* SA

SSA
Domestic Terrorism Unit

b6
b7C

Approved Byt

Drafted Byt

Case ID #: 163A-BK-342

Title

t

N
b6
b7C

fpcs

(Pending)

HOUA liY - VICTIM:
- VICTIM?

FPC - Laos

b6
b7C

Synopsis:
witness.

To report on subsequent interview and polygraph of

j^and photocopy.Enclosure (s) t FD-302 of interview with
of letter and map from Thailand provided by|

Administrative: Reference telcall with SSA
polygraph examination

.

at the interview.

9/3/99 on

Datallfl

|

On 9/3/99 at approximately 3:00 p.m.
was polygraphed at the Appleton Police Department:

,

born

Appleton Wisconsin by a FBI poligrapher.

| claims that Houa Ly and
4/19/99 by the Laotian Government,
when, accused of being dishonest and
United States was being challenged.

were kidnaped on
became upset and angry

felt his loyalty towards the

provided a photocopy of a letter and hand drawn map
The letter is said to communicate that Ly is dead and
prison in Laos. The map is supposedly to Ly's body

U2jl

is in

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

b6
b7C



Bankok From: Milwaukee
163A-BK-342, 09/08/1999

3n provided by to an informant th
were witnesses to the disappearance,

2
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence : PRIORITY

To: Criminal Investigative
^jMtional Security

From: Bangkok
Contact:

Approved

Date : 10/25 /19 9 9

Attn: SSA
Attn: Ucf

IRU II

Terrorist Groups Unit b7C

Drafted By:

Case ID ft: 163A-BK-34:

b6
b7C

(pending)

Title: Houa Lv - Victim;

J— I- Victim;
Missing PerSdns;
FPC - Laos

b6
b7C

Synopsis: Legat meeting in Vientiane, Lao P.D.R. Referral /Consult

Details: On 10/21 - 10/22/99 Legat traveled to Vientiane, Laos

in order to meet with U.S. Embassy and Lao government officials
concerning the request by the U.S. government to allow the FBI to

travel to Baan Houay Xai, Laos to conduct further investigation
into the captioned matter* On the morning of 10/22/99 Legat met

Legat advised that what was really needed is ror cne uaos
government to give permission for the FBI to conduct logical
investigation with the open option to conduct follow-up inquiries

as necessary. Submitting detailed lists of requested
investigation ahead of time without having the benefit of knowing
the results of initial inquiries is a time consuming and
inefficient method. Legat suggested that" the following leads be

added to the initial list of requested investigation;

j

l

b6
b7C



To: Criminal Investigative From: Bangkok
Re: 163A-BK-342, 10/25/-1999

1. Provided arrest records of the following
individuals , to include date of arrest; place of arrest; charge
date of release; location where held in custody; other persons
arrested contemporaneously:

Lable for intej
(3A above)

Referral/Consult

After the aforementioned meeting Legat and the other
participants provided a briefing to the Charge d’ Affairs, U.S.

Embassy.



To: Criminal Investigative From: Bangkok
Re: 163A-BK-342, 10/25/1999

LEAD (s) :

Set Lead 1:

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

For information.

Set Lead 2

:

CRIMINAL -INVESTIGATIVE

AT WASHINGTON. DC

For information.

Set Lead 3:

NATIONAL SECURITY

AT WASHINGTON , DC

For information.

1:^1 ~fec/163ebk34'. ec2 b6
b7C
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Source info

From:
To: BANGKOK, LEGAT . „ ,

Date: wed, Nov

i

7 , 1999 3 :37 pm oga information handled per letter d
Subject: Source info 3/5/2012

Hello, Referral/Consult

p,s| |left me a voice mail today stating that someone was denied entry to Laos and returned to

Thailand. I suppose you all ready know about this.

b6
b 'n ,'-1

/ u
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NOM0-1999 16=25 FBI GBRft 920 432 7505 P.02/02

ALL INFOPJMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN 18 unclassified except;. Department of Justice
WHERE SHOWN OTHERWISE

Federal Bureau of Investigation

In Reply. Please Refer to

File No.

DATE: 02-22-2012
'CLASSIFIED BY 60324 uc baw/sab/lsg
REASON: 1.4 (c, d)

DECLASSIFY ON: 02-22-2037

October 15, 1999

:nformation on

This investigation was predicated on October 15, 1999based 1 on source information on October 14th, 1999, that MaiorGeneral Vang Pao was sending a group of followers to Thailand ona covert paramilitary mission against the government of Laos.

T?L

™

ailV body ”as to leave the United States on November
’ ?ome membera ha<* already purchased airline ticketsand may be going as an advanced party in late October.

. V,-
VanS. pf°

has publicly stated that December 1999 is whenhe and his resistance forces will overthrow the government ofiiclOS *

_ 1 ,,
of the HmonS Americans is a known loyal follower ofGeneral Vang Pao and fought under his command against the PathetLao communists xn Laos in the 1960s or 1970s.

TOTAL P.02
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of vaosenpuen 12/09 /1999

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

b6
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of che Lao Human Rights Council. He called the
Green Bay Resident Agency of che Federal Bureau of Investigation
(FBI) to* ask the following of Special Agent (SA)r

Srr£
advised that he wanted to know if the United

States Embassy in Thailand was still willing to take
[_

back to Thailand to assist ip the investigation in the
disappearance of HOUA LY and
19, 1 999.

which occurred on April

i^s advised by SA that no plans were being
made to returij |

to Thailand to assist in the investigation,
because che full and truthful story of what really happened during
the disappearance incident had not yet been, told to the United
States Government. was further advised by SA

\_
that

r |would have to edme rorkard and tell the entire truth of what
.nappened on and about the date of April 19, '19 99, in Thailand in
order for there to be further consideration- of
have

|
~| return to Thailand.

request to

The conversation concluded with SA informing
that no active plans were being made at this time to return

mnfre t* rs Thai 1 c- o > cl" nn hVio i^voerirraf 1any Hmongs back to Thailand to assist in the investigation until
fnT-t*,hf>ir notice, and SA I I v. ~ Jinformed that he would notify

if any actions were going to be eajsen m the future.

b6
b7C

This document contains neither recommendation* nor conclusions of the FBI. ft in the property of the FBZ and is loaned to your agency'

\{ and Us content* are not to bo distributed outbid* your ageney.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of trsjnscriptton

(PROTECT IDENTITY)

o?
X
£he ?ede£al Bureau

following information:

advised that a reliable source in the Hmon<

minitv advised him thatj

I 1 stated that his source reported that VANG PAO^had a

, lnoavr attack or 'Other serious medical incident which

S23“S imedittetreatment from Hmong healers. It «J
l£

SSS“j£ Sto a hospital as a result of his medioal incident.

Investigation on 12/07/1999

File * 163A-BK-342

|

( telephonicall

Date dictated 12/07/1999

This document contain, neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI A is the property of the FBI and » loaned to your agency;

1* and its contents aro not to be distributed outside your ageney. , r

O
Q
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of transcription

I I (PROTECT IDENTITY) , date of birth I

I I Social Security Account Number (SSAN)| I

telephone number
|

I

employed atj ~~l informed Special
Agent (SA)

| |
of the following information at the Hmong New

Year Festival at Appleton North High School, Appleton, Wisconsin,
on December 4, 1999. After being advised of the identity of the
interviewing agent and the nature of the interview, provided
the following information:-

I "I advised that he wanted to know the status of the
case of the two missing Hmong American men and what steps were
going to be taken in the future to try to get information from the
Laotian Government.

I advised that I 1

Investigation on 12/04/1 9 9 9 xl

163A-BK-342 Date dictated 12/07/1999

This document contain* neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and i* lowed to your ajeney;
it *nA ;<« *«•« not tn he distributed outside vour aeejwy,
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Fax Transmission

Office of the Legal Attache

American Embassy
Bangkok, Thailand

Telephone#: 011-66-2-205-4841

Fax#: 011-66-2-254-1172

To: SSA|

IRUJL.
ssaT_
FBfflQ"

IOB, IRS, Date: January 7, 2000

Fax#:

Voice#:

From:

Subject:

Pages: 5, including this cover sheet.

Assistant Legal Attache

BRIEFING ON LY^ ]TO U.S. CONGRESS, WDC, 1/7/00 b6
b7C

Comments:
Deai

j

Please see attached copy ofE-mail message sent to you and!"

of this fax, kindly have someone hand-carry a copy of it to|

Extension 5987, as he will need it first thing in the morning.

Many thanks for your assistance.

Room 5425, tel.

b6
b7C

b7C

b6
b7C
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IV:

CC: - TRU2

j. Di\r^uti'»J.rk./ ***** __ r_.

TIME: 12:22PM

TO U.S.SUBJECT: BRIEFING ON LY &|

•PRIORITY: R
ATTACHMENTS : T : \DRAFTS\mnr007hq . nte

b6
b7CCONGRESS

ALL INFOPJMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 0 2 - 2 2 -2012 BY 60324 uc haw/sab/lsg

Good' Luck. Hope you have a better time on this next bout!

With best regards,

b6
b7C

s.

<

t

b6
b7C
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b6
b7C

Houa Ly|

(Filel<3A-BK-342)

b6
b7C

,

b6
b7C
b7D

On 5/4/99.
]

lappeared at the American Consulate General office in Chiang

Mai, Thailand to report that their relatives had crossed Thailand into Laos at Ban Houayxai

border area, Bokeo province on 4/19/99, for a one-day visit on the occasion of Songkran festival

and have not been heard from since. The complainants asked for assistance in locating the

captioned individuals.

Since 6/2/99, upon request by the U.S. Ambassador to Laos, the Legal office at Bangkok

has coordinated a multi-front effort for the primary purpose of assisting the Consular sections at

the American Embassies in Thailand and Laos in determining the welfare and whereabouts

fw/w) ofthe victims. To date, these efforts have yielded negative results regarding the fate of

the victims or concrete evidence pointing to the culpability of the Lao government. It should be

noted that the Lao government has remained steadfast in its denial of ever seeing or arresting the

victims in Laos. Legat and Assistant Legal Attache (ALAT) have made numerous trips to

Chiang Mai, Chiang Rai, Chiang Khong, Thailand and Vientiane, Laos for the purposes of

conferring with the Consul General and his staff in Chiang Mai, the Ambassador and Embassy

officials in Vientiane, interviewing possible witnesses and inquiring with the local Thai

administrator and various Thai military intelligence personnel in the area.

On 7/2 and 7/3/99, after lengthy negotiations with the Lao government, ALAT headed

the joint US-Lao team to conduct the field investigation in Ban Houayxai, Laos, the location

where the victims were reported to have disappeared from. The Lao team is composed of five

high ranking officials representing the Ministry ofForeign Affairs, Ministry ofIntenor,

Department ofDefense and Bokeo province. During this fact-finding mission, the Lao

authorities allowed the team to interview nineteen (19) people, and visit the provincial prison,

the first time any outsider was authorized to do so . However, productivity was low, nothing was

found to indicate that Houa Ly and|
|

were ever in Laos, and access was restncted to

a handful oflocations agreed to by the provincial police chief.

Since 6/18/99. ALAT has interviewed arid spoken to the two original complainants|
|

Ion several occasions. It was determined during these conversations that
_ - t • . f /1A /Art T TO /"'awAfAce
|on several occasions, it was aeiemunea awing wmvwsauviw

numerous discrepancies existed between the complaint tetter dated 5/10/99 to the US Congress

j .L^. At AT PuHti^rmor#* I KOOk tUTO tO provide
and their statements to ALAT. Furthermore,

numerous unconfirmed rumors, such as:

1 . Victims Houa Ly and lwere being kept at a farm[

2. The victims are still alive but kept in custody at separate Lao Army facilities in Ban

Houayxai.

3, The victims may have been moved to other locations in Laos and the sources ofthe

reports have not been located for corroboration.

A. rift UV Mr/-
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4. As of7/8/99, two persons identifiable with the victims had escaped from Laos and were

in the custody ofThai authorities in Thailand,

Additionally, a number ofransom demands have been in circulation since the victims

disappearance on 4/19/99:

A ransom ofB$700,000 was to be paid on 5/7/99 for the victims’ release.
a.

b6
b7C

b. The victims were due to be released on 6/30/99 in exchange for 1 million bahts

travel to Laos to conduct the negotiation

c.

d.

and on the condition that[

with unknown persons.

As of 7/4/99, the ransom demand was raised to 3 up to 5 million bahts, and the

victims were supposedly doing hard labor at a prison in Ban Houayxai.

Referral /Direct

Other U.S. government agencies have been obtaining contradictory source and/or
_

intelligence information which variously described the victims as being executed, imprisoned in

Laos, alive in Thailand or being held for ransom in Laos.

On 6/23/99, ALAT interviewed!

b6
b7C
b7D

]

who claimed to have accompanied the victims to Ban Houayxai, Laos on 4/lv/w.

3

|
They have yet to come forward and undergo polygraph tests in order to authenticate

their accounts despite repeated attempts to contact them by Legat Bangkok.

In September 1999^ undertook a polygraph test in Wisconsin. Shortly

b6
b7C

thereafter, he contacted an FBI Confidential Source and advised that neither he nor] __
actually witnessed the victims crossing Chiang Khong towards Ban Hoayxai on the day oftheir

disappearance. Results ofthe polygraph tests indicated that! I

b6
b7C

\ To date,r |
has yet to voluntarily submit to a

polygraph test despite continuous attempts to contact him by the Lead Agent in Fresno,

California.

On 10/13/99, a meeting was conducted in the Office ofWisconsin Congressman Mark

Green and attended by the Congressman and his staffas well as California Congressman

Ranaovich’s staff FBIHQ representatives, US Department of State officials,
!

"|

| |
Consequently, a House

Resolution was issued, strongly condemning the Lao government for its role in the victims’

disappearance and urging the US Congress to suspend any consideration regarding Normal
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1

Trade Relation status for Laos until both Houa Ly and
| |

are accounted for and their w/w

case is satisfactorily resolved.

b6
'

b7 C During the period of 1 1/16 through 1 1/19/99, Legatl M a U.S.-Lao joint

cooperative team on a second trip to Ban Houayxai, Laos. More people were interviewed than

on the first visit by the team, and the local Laos authorities allowed access to all individuals

previously agreed upon, but only after strenuous and time consuming negotiations. It was

determined that the U.S. team was given no flexibility in its efforts to investigate the w/w ofthe

victims, and all interviews were carefully orchestrated, including one that turned out to be an

outright sham. The local Police Chief and Lao officials taking part in the fact finding trip have

insisted more than once that the U.S. investigators must not deviate from the pre-approved plan,

and that it is “illegal” for foreigners to speak to Lao people without authorization by the

government.

The fact remains that two American citizens are still missing, and the last evidence of

their presence was on 4/1 6/99, .when they crossed the Burma/Thai borders on a day-trip,

probably in order to extend their tourist stay in Thailand. Inquiries with the Thai andXao Border

Immigration have failed to reveal any records ofthe victims ever legally crossing Thailand at

Chiang Khong or entering Laos at BanHouayxai. However, voluminous intelligence and
L 6 source reports indicated that Houa Ly and| were part ofan organized team of

b7C freedom fighters sent by former Lao General Vang Pao to the area, aiming at mounting a general

uprising against the current Communist regime in Laos, in contradiction with the original

complaint to the US Congress and US Government that they were merely tourists who traveled

to Ban Hoayxai, Laos on the occasion of the water festival.

TOTAL P.05
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Laos Page 1

From:
To: BANGKOK, LEGAT
Date: Fri, Jan 7, 2000 3:04 PM
Subject: Laos

Hello all,

ALL FBI XNFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 03-14-2012 BY 60324 uc baw/sab/lsg

information handled per letter d. 3/5/2012

First I want to thank everyone for giving me all your updated info. It made my briefing very easy.

On 01/07/00 A/UC
Staff Director[

VoPCA) and I went to the Rayburn building to brief Senior
_ - * _ » 4.1 I Democratic Deputy

]
Subcommittee on Asia and the Pacific am

_

Chief of Staff, Committee on International Relations. This briefing was informal and the two staffers were

very professional, as opposed to the last briefing. They requested the briefing because the Chairman of

the International Relations Committee was concerned with what Congressmen Green and Radonovich

were saying. The concern is, as the result of the missing victims, legislation has been drafted, pending

and suddenly someone realize that it will effect our relations with Laos. (I guess this is a new concept to

many members of congress!) The staffers did ask sensible questions, (i.e., do we have proof of the

victims involvement in drugs, insurgency activities; what level of cooperation are we receiving from the

GOL; do we have any idea or proof that the victims disappeared in Laos; were the American Hmongs that

were refused entry in November involved in the insurgent movement, were they all males or connected to

Gen. Pao.; was any of the information provided by |accurate?) The two staffers

DID NOT ask us why we don't conduct our own investigation in Laos, which the Green and company kept

asking us.

The topic of sources info was mentioned, without giving any source details (i.e., where we have sources

and numbers of sources) and the staffers were glad that we are developing sources in an attempt to

obtain the truth. They made the comment that a source will probably help us more than Gen Pao anq
j

|and that info could be useful to the Chairman. The staffers requested that if we obtained any

significant info that was vetted to please let them know.

As you can imagine during the congressional break, congressman and their staffs are traveling all over. A
female staffer will be in Bangkok in to week so you may receive a call. I did not catch her name, but|

j

| Indicated she knew her. The meeting lasted about 50 minutes and my gut feeling is that the

Chairman is afraid to hang is hat on the victims for fear that we may find them involved in criminal activity.

The staffers also seemed to be worried that if travel restriction in Laos are lowered and' American

Hmongs start to stir up trouble and are thrown in jail, Gen. Pao will expect the USG to get heavily

involved. The staffers agree that we need to find out the W&W of the victims, but we also know are

resources may be lim ited. Referral/Consult

We did not have contact with Rohrbacker or his staff. frid not want to speak with him because he

would expect a briefing in W.D.C. This is not a good idea because he would then invite all the other

sympathetic Congressman and staffers. If possible it would be better to give a briefing in Bangkok

because it would be a one on one and he would be much more understanding to our concerns. When he

has an audience it seems to stir him up. "HO'SO,

Thank you for all your help and if I can do anything please let me know.

MAR 1 4 2000

11$ lttWfBl • MINNEAPOLIS
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fingerprints * Page 1

From:
To:

Date:

Subject:

BANGKOK, IEGAT
Wed, Feb 16, 2000 5:37 PM
fingerprints

ALL FBI INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED b6
DATE 03-14-2012 BY 60324 uc bawyb7C Lsg

oga information handled per letter d. 3/5/2012

Hello everyone. Referral/Consult

see what they are talking about.

We are meeting with DOJ on 02/17/00 as required when conducting a Neutrality Investigation.

Talk to you soon, b 6

b7C
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ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED DATE: 03-23-2012

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED EXCEPT CLASSIFIED BY 60324 uc baw/sab/lsg
WHERE SHOWN OTHERWISE REASON: 1.4 (c)

^ DECLASSIFY ON: 03-23-2037
i^SI^T/ORCON/NOFORN

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION.

Precedence : ROUTINE Date: 07/01/1999

To : Bangkok
National Security
Criminal Investigative

From: Minneapolis
-Squad 4
Contact: SA

Attn: SA
^

Attn: Domestic Terrorism Unit
Attn: SSA I

IRU II
] IOB, IRS

,

Approved By:

Drafted By:

b6
hi C

I'TJj
Case ID # : ($3 X63A-BK-342

jfl)
Title :

3 rci

* ^^Pending)

HD11L T.V - VTPTTM;
- VICTIM;

FPC - Laos

Synopsis: (0) Information gathered regarding the disappeaxaince
of two American citizens in Laos.

(U) <s ) Classified By

:

Reason
Declassify

' 1 67-* LEGAT/BANGKOK
1.5(c)

)n: ^05/20/2009

Reference: (U) 163A-BK-342 Serial 15

Administrative

:

31/1999.
(U) SA

Details: (U) On June 30, 1999, SA
date of birth|_

Jwill be out of the office 07/11-

interviewed I

Minnesota.
]

jT.

conjunction with a Thai Lottery
Aftpr the Thai Lottery

that the U.S Embassy in
case
interview* SA

[
| explained to

Thailand was trying to find out what happened to two Americans b 6
who allegedly disappeared in Laos, and asked if

| |
knew of hlC

their disappearance.

(U)
|

|has heard through the Hmong community that
two Hmong Americans, whose names he did not know , disappeared in

"

|
denies any

I'riOr,
INDEXE0-

HEDu-

Laos in the general vicinity of Nong Khai.

SEJ3R^T/ORCON/NOFORN
&

APR 2 1®
cm - MINNEAPOLIS,Mrv 1 -

bb -6ft
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.. To: Bangkok From: Minneapolis
') Re: 163A-BK-342 , 07/01/1999

knowledge of the two being sent over into Laos to organize
resistance against the Lao government, or of their possible
involvement in narcotics trafficking.

| |
heard that the Lao

police executed the two Hmong Americans! He does not know
possible locations of the bodies.

(U)
| |

advised that he holds the rank of
|

(0-3) in General Vang Pao's army and visits with the General
whenever the two are in the same town. I I denies any
activities or association with organizations that advocate the
overthrow of the Lao government. However, he did claim
knowledge, through information passed by friends, that small
skirmishes often occur between Hmong guerillas and Lao troops on
the Thai-Lao border. Although

|
|is not aware of any formal

intelligence-gathering network, nenas many friends and relatives
in the border camps who may be able to help in gathering
information for the U.S.

(U) Also present for the interview was SFO I ._|
" [Minneapolis Police Department; SFO L

Minnesota Department of Gambling; and OfficerT ~l

Minneapolis Police Department (interpreter) . Both SFO
|

and SFO
I |

are very knowlegable of the Hmong community.
SFO l I advised SA["^ |the| |is active in the Lao
People's Liberation Front and the [_ I American Veterans'
Association (membership officer)

. \ |
has traveled to

Washington D.C. on behal f of Lao veterans seeking residency and
U.S. Citizenship.

|

| also has coordinated and probably
traveled to Laos to document human rights violations.

\
|more

than likely knows much more about Hmong guerilla operations than
he admits. During Federal gambling search warrants served at the
end of March 1999, extensive Lao American Veteran Association
paperwork and rosters were found at

|
residence.

(U) Officer
|

'

that the local Hmong community is weJ aware ol
|
stated

iisappearance
of the two persons . Officer

| |
heard of the disappearance

through I land will attempt to gather more informationthrough I l and will attempt to gather more information on
the details of the incident.

|m $8$ With his close ties to General Vang Pao and his
position of power in both the Hmong community and various Lao
veterans' organizations, !^ [

may be a valuable source of
information regarding activities of Hmong revolutionaries
operating in Laos and their support network based in the U.S.

Ihas been cooperating with the Thai Lottery investigation and

SEb^T/ORCON/NOFORN
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To: Bangkok From: Minneapolis
(U) Re: M 163A-BK-342, 07/01/1999

has assisted

another interview at a later date.
attempt

(U) Minneapolis will continue to gather information
as outlined in referenced serial of captioned file.

SECSET/ORCON/NOFORN
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b 6

b 7 C

b 6

b 7 C

Date of transcription 09/07/1999

I I gnrtiaV spniri riv number I

|
f telephone

number I I was interviewed at the Appleton Police
Department; 222. SoUth Walnut, Appleton, Wisconsin- After being’
advised of the identity of tthe interviewing agent and 'the. nature of
.the interview, provided the following photocopies of a letter, map
and envelope. Attached and made apart of this report are copies- of
those documents.

[

•A second -copy of the documents were translated by
~lof

Wisconsin, telephone
ha Annleton^Police Department , Appleton

,

and made a part 'Of this report.

f

Investigation

b 6 File # 163

00 9/2/99 ** J [ UfVaniirn - IMDnfFO uril

A-BK-342 r“\5H . . - - Date dicta
SERIALIZED— FllHU- —
ed 9/7/99

b7C
* SA

it contains neither recommendations no
itents are not to be distributed outside

;

APR 21 2000

*
5*
,iz

5'jf
ii

_

r concisions of the FBI, It is the property of

your agency.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

bo
Date of transcription JL.Q/P?/JL5^.

b7C
r

1
I
telephone number His the

provided the attached photocopied letters and photograph.

Investigation on 10/8/ 99

b6
b7C

File# 163A-BK-342 -V(j30 Date dictated

by SA

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI* It is the property of the fBl and

it and its contents arc not to he distributed outside your agency.
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Investigation on 10 /-14 /99

File # 163A-BK-342

by sA

K \

L

(telephonicallyjL
— iwnyvrn -_!_1

Date

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of]

it and its contents arc not to be distributed outside your agency.

tPO 2 i 2000
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163A-BK-342

Cootiowtioa ofFD-302 of ,On
10/14/99

..Pag«

VANG PAO is leaving California and moving to Minnesota
because many Hmong Americans in California rare, upset with his
claims that he is ^responsible for getting them welfare benefits.
Welfare reform' is stopping benefits, but to many Hmong Americans
VANG ?PAO appears .to be responsible for taking the benefits < away.
Hmong. Americans in California are starting to blame VANG' PAO .for
the loss in benefits and his popularity is declining.

VANG PAO has not identified' a successor for his

>

rorganization and this could create a power vacuum in the Hmong
community when' he <dies.

f

J
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Date of transcription

interviewed telephonically and after being advised of the identity
of the interviewing agent and the purpose of the interview,

|
provided the following information

Investigation on _ 09/24/1999 I I •

I, ^ ERIAI

File « 163A-BK-342 — lUck Date dictated I

t>y SA
|

tdlg 1 A

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBHwfSlJ

it and its contents arc not to be distributed outside your agency- __
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Date of transcription £2/22/1222-

I Inumber I

(protect identity) , born
1 employed as f

telephone

|

Agency, Green bay,

|for the
Wisconsin,

was interviewed at the Green Bay Resident
Wisconsin. After being advised of the identity

of the interviewing agent and the nature of the interview, he
provided the following information:

On 9/12/99, ladvised

b6
b7C
b7D

b6
b7C
b7D

Investigation on 9/21/99 at =_
File# 163A-BK-342 Date di<

1 r~r F;it0— ij
rested 9/23/99 iL

by SA

'

«#21 2000
|

_FB) » MINNEAPO i «<

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of £hc FBI and is

it and its contents are not to he distributed outside your agency,
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Date of transcription 09/23/1999

[

born [
telephone number L

is home. After being

]
was

interviewed at his home. After being advised of the identity of
the interviewing agent and the nature of the interview, ,he provided
the following information:

At approximately 10:15 a.m. was advised bv SA

b6
b7C

,1 SSA |

was advised bv SA~

Advised that SA should contact

[

bf the Lao Human Rights Council. Eau
Claire, Wisconsin, to convey the instructions for the
contact SSA

| j
in Bangkok.

to

When confronted with the information that
I

|
just before LY went into Laos,

I I nodded his head in a yes motionT but remained silent. When
asked if

[

answered no.
.later in the interview, he

in touch with the in Thailand.

[ ]said that there was someone who knew more about the
incident than he did. This person is I I

I I home telephone | for
work telephonel

b6
b7(

]hOUA LY

| ^aid he was willing to got back to Thailand or Laps
to show where the events happened, i I

"
Iknows 1 how to get

b6
b7C

Investigation oa 9/23/99

File i 163A-BK-342

by

-Kttfr

SfARCHfD- .mnfxfa.
IS

SA 1
b6
,b7C

Date dictated 9/23/99 .

api? ?. 1 2000

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and Ss loaned to youij agency;

it and its contents are not to he distributed outside your agency. —
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Date of transcription 09/23/1999

On 9/23/99, at approximately 10 : 00 a.rri. . a copy of 'the
attached note was left for
residence .at f

born

[

1 at his
1 telephone

J During a subsequent interview later that ‘morning,
•was told of the note location and contents.

The 'note gives instructions for two witnesses to the
disappearance, of HOUA LY and [

case agent, SSA
on 4/19/99 to contact the

b6
b7C
b7E

b6

Investigation on 9/23/99 .** I 1 MARCHED . mnntn Z 1

File t 163A-BK-342 — . . Date Uictnte-

Serialized ' _nrn
7 9/23/99

bv SA APR 2 12000
T * —

1
t FC|» MINNEAPOLIS

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the *Jbi and is loaned to you agefiCy;
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•ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
[herein IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 02-22-2012 BY 60324 uc baw/sab/lsg

-1

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of transcription JL£Zfl2Zl22£

Wisconsin, zip codej

]of
J telephone number

the Lao Human .Rights Council

.

Green Bay, Resident Agency of the Federal Bureau of
(FBI) to ask the following of Special Agent (SA)

.He called tne
Investigation 1

T
advised that he wanted to know if the United

States Embassy in Thailand was still willing to taker

f
ation in tn
which occurred on April

back to Thailand to assist in the investigation in the
disappearance of HOUA LY
19,, 1999.

Iwas advised by SaC ] that no plans were being
made to return ! I to Thailand to assist in the investigation,
because the full and truthful story of what really happened during
the disappearance incident had not yet been told to the United
States Government.

nap]

was further advised by SA |

"[that
would have to come rorward and tell the entire truth of what

appened on and about the date of April 19, 1999, in Thailand in
order for there to be further consideration of
have return to Thailand.

request to

The conversation concluded with SA informing
| ‘that no active plans were being made at this time to return

any Hmongs back to Thailand to assist it
}
the investigation until

fm-t-.hf>y notice, and SA -informed
in Efte investigation until
d that he would notify

if arty actions were going to be taken in the future.

lovestig«ioa oo 12/07/1999 *» 1 1 (telephonicallv)

File # 163A-BK-342. *" D»te dictated

^.aRCHPT) mnfvrn

saa^2^7l9pft>

by SA ilg — Ann o i ?nnn

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of th!

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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FD-302 (Rev. 10-6-95)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 02-22-2012 BY 60324 uc baw/sab/lsg

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of transcription 12/09/1999

(PROTECT IDENTITY),

called Special Agent I I at I I Resident Agency
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) to report the
following information:

b6
b7C
b7D

I Jstated that his source reported that VANG PAO had a
possible heart attack or other serious medical incident which
required immediate treatment from Hmong healers. It was unknown if
VANG PAO went to a hospital as a result of his medical incident.

Investigation on 12/07/1999 *» '(telephonicallv)—

.

File# 163A-BK-342 "i^QB Date dictated

vs.\UltL> Mf**™
SEEI41I7EO , Q jpirr»

by SA • dig ipp? i

This document contains neither recomnaendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the

it and its contents are not to he distributed outside your agency.
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ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

(01/26/199$)

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
^^ATE 02-22-2012 BY 60324 uc b aw/ sab/ lag

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence : PRIORITY

To : Milwaukee Attn

Minneapolis Attn

Sacramento Attn
National Security Attn

Investigative Services Attn

Date: 02/04/2000 55

SAf
|

bo
Green Bav Resident Acrencv j-, 7 r
SSA I

SA |
Squad 4

SA | Fresno RA
SSA|

I

ND-:3D/TGU/5425
SSA
IOB , IRS, IRU II

From: Bangkok
Contact:

Approved By

a

tel

Drafted By:

Case ZD #:

\
N:

gTM
mnr

163E-BK-342 (Pending)

b6
b7C

Title: HOUA LY - Victim:
I I - Victim;
FPC - Laos

Synopsis: .To set leads for Milwaukee, Minneapolis and Sacramento
Divisions

.

Reference: 163A-BK-342 Serial 167

Administrative

:

Attache (ALAT) [

Reference meeting between Assistant Legal
and Squad 4 members in the

f
presence of Assistant U.S. Attorney (AUSA)
at FBI Minneapolis office, Minneapolis on
ALAT I I to SA I 1 Green Bay
reference telefax message from Bangkok to SSA
6/14/99.

/24/00; teicall
on 1/27/00.

]
rrom
Also

Liated

Details: For the information of Minneapolis Division, On 5/4/99,
of the captioned individuals

who are US citizens ot Lao/Hmong origin, appeared at the American
Consulate General office in Chiang Mai, Thailand to report that
their relatives had crossed Thailand into Laos at Ban Houayxai
border area, Bokeo province on 4/19/99, for a one-day visit on \

the occasion of Songkran festival and have not been heard from

.

. > 1 JJl

FEB 2 3 2000

FBI MINNEAPOLISm



To: Milwaukee From: Bangkok
Re: 163E-BK-342, 02/04/2000

since. The complainants asked for assistance in locating the
captioned individuals.

Since 6/2/99, upon request by the U.S. Ambassador to
Laos, the Legat office at Bangkok has coordinated a multi-front
effort for the primary purpose of assisting the Consular sections
at the American Embassies in Thailand and Laos in determining the
welfare and whereabouts (w/w) of the victims. To date, these
efforts have yielded negative results regarding the fate of the
victims or concrete evidence pointing to the culpability of the
Lao government.

Since 6/18/99, ALAT has interviewed and spoken to the
two original complainants on several
occasions. It was determined during these conversations that
numerous discrepancies existed between the complaint letter dated
5/10/99 to the US Congress and their statements to ALAT. In

m* w* m* t 1

_
1 To date,

|

jdespite continuous
attempts to contact him by SA[

b6
b7C
b7D
b7E

Voluminous intelligence and source reports indicated
that Houa Ly and I I were part of an organized team of
freedom fighters sent by former Lao General Vang Pao to the area,
aiming at mounting a general uprising against the current
Communist regime in Laos, in contradiction with the original
complaint to the US Congress and US Government that they were
merely tourists who traveled to Ban Hoayxai, Laos on the occasion
of the Song Kran water festival.

In mid-December 1999.
approached SA L ]in Wisconsin to advise that I

would like to come forward with the truth, but hJ I

recent confidential
Pao and his associate, L
j « i

I
Most

information also indicated that General Vang
ave had major

is being

b6
b7C
b7D

2



To: Milwaukee Prom: Bangkok
Re: 163E-BK-342, 02/04/2000

During the meeting at FBI Minneapolis office on
1/24/00, it was determined that there is a distinct l;ink between
a pending Minneapolis investigation into illegal Thai Lottery
activities by several Hmong-born subjects and the anti-communist
organisation led by General Vang Pao. According to_SA

I I and SFO I \
evidence seized by FBI

investigators during the execution of federal search warrants at
dozens of locations in the Twin cities included among others,
large sums of money, copies of a political manifesto authorized
by General Vang Pao, and complete listings of names, addresses,
contact numbers of the General's followers nationwide.

b6
b7C

b7D

1 l it has been known that threats from
the General are taken very seriously by other Hmong compatriots
in the U.S. and elsewhere, as he has the power and means to
intimidate, injure or assassinate his enemies.

It is believed that the current president of the Lao-
Hmong American Coalition, I 1 was run off the road and
severely injured after receiving threats from General Vang Pao.

| | a resident of Minnesota, was a past prospective
president of the coalition. He was poisoned during a trip to ^6
Thailand and has never fully recovered. It is thus

, 7r
understandable that the General and his associates have been able
to manipulate incident reports and public opinions at will
concerning the captioned matter.

Most recent information indicates that General Vang Pao
has relocated to the area of Lynnwood, Minnesota.

It is therefore requested that attempts be made by
Milwaukee and Minneapolis Agents to contact and interview General
Vang Pao regarding his knowledge and involvement in the captioned
matter, and that efforts be extended to solicit his cooperation
in the welfare and whereabouts of both victims Houa Ly and

3



sP*

To: Milwaukee From: Bangkok
Re: 163E-BK-342, 02/04/2000

LEAD (s)

:

Set Lead 1:

MILWAUKEE

AT GREEN BAY. WISCONSIN

Milwaukee SAC's concurrence is requested for the road
trip of Milwaukee Lead Agent, SA I I from Green Bay,
Wisconsin to Minneapolis, Minnesota in the immediate future for
the approximate period of one week. The purpose of the sojourn
is (1) to allow ample time to discuss the complex issues and
nexus between the Bangkok and Minneapolis investigations; (2)

review seized evidence which illustrate this linkage; (3) locate
and interview General Vang Pao and other persons as deemed b7C
necessary. It should be noted that SA

| |
has been

instrumental in the conduct of the captioned investigation since
the receipt of the very first leads from Bangkok.

Set Lead 2:

MINNEAPOLIS

AT MINNEAPOLIS. MINNESOTA

Minneapolis SAC's concurrence is requested for the
above road trip by SA I L Assistance from Minneapolis SA

I I and SFO I lis also requested to
facilitate the aforementioned tasks. Both Minneapolis
investigators are handling the illegal Thai lottery
investigation

.

Set Lead 3

:

AT MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA

Will contact

AUSA|
|
concurred with the

issuance of a Grand Jury subpoena if one is requested for the
release of information by the company. This request was
originally addressed to Minneapolis via telefax on 6/14/99.

b3
b6
b7C

4



To: Milwaukee 'From: Bangkok
Re: 163E-BK-342, 02/04/2000

Set Lead! 4:

SACRAMENTO

AT ‘ FRESNO CALIFORNIA

Sacramento, is requested to renew attempts to identify
1 who wasand locate a paramour of captioned victim

alleged to have made secret trip(s) from the U.S. to visit the
latter at some undisclosed prison in Laos. Determine if the
report can 'be verified and furnish results to Bangkok.

b6
b7

ISet Lead 5:

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

For information and clear.. Bangkok sincerely
appreciates the; continuing assistance and -support, provided by
receiving offices in the captioned matter..



To: National; Security

Minneapolis

Milwaukee

Boston
Sacramento

%

Investigative Services

Attn: SSA I t

ND-3D/TGU/5425
Attn: SSA I I

SA I Squad 4

Attn: SA I

Green Bay, Resident Agency
Attn: Providence Resident Agency
Attn : SA I I

Fresno Resident Agency
Attn: Chico Resident Agency
Attn: SSA | |

IOB, IOS, ,IOU II

From: Bangkok
Contact!

Approved By:

^Drafted By: I :mnr

Case ID #: 163A-BK-342 (Pending),

Title: :tim;
- Victim;

.FPC - Laos

'Synopsis: To provide information regarding seven (7) Lao-Hmong
persons 'from the U.S. who reportedly attempted to. illegally enter
Laos on 1/29/2000.

„ - „ ,
Referral/Direct

Reference: 163A-BK-342 Serial 279



To: National Security From: Bangkok
Re: 3.63A-BK-342, 02/11/2000 Referral/Direct

(DPOB)
[

] male, C

nown ad'

telephone

1 date and place of birth
US passport

1 (son) and"f
Next of kin:

^brother),. Last

1 son's)

.

1

SSAN
or

2. | male. J DPOB 1 IUS
passport 1 1 Next of kin: T

(

Last known
Xr *r 1 i

address atl 1 telephone

US passport t
male, DPOB

] Cast known address at

J SSAN

in Laos,

rzf

•4 . I I
male,

known address at i

| Itelephone number

IdpobE ]in .Laos . .Last
1

5.
Next of kin:

DPOB
I male,

, , ^
f. Last known address I

Avenue. Sacramento, CA, telephone number
^

1 .in Laos

.

SSAN.

1 DPOB r
[ also known as (aka) ] male.

lin Laos. Last known address in care of thel |

Note.: this individual bears the same name but different dob wren

|

' |(item 2, above) .

[ (possibly deceased) . male, f

1 in Laos . Last known address [

telephone number

1 DPOB

employer is listed as SSAN- IX
J

|were reportedly seen on
person at the time of his disappearance

.

According to the local Police, in the evening of
1/29/00, following reports of gunfire being heard in Bung Kla,

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

2



To: National Security From: Bangkok
Re: 163A-BK-342, 02/11/2000,

LEAD (s)

:

Set Lead 1 : (Adm)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

For information and clear.

Set Lead 2:

MINNEAPOLIS™ AT MINNEAPOLIS . MINNESOTA

Will compare the names of the 4 Amcits and 3 LPRs as
detailed . above against the complete listing of General Vang Pao's
rank and file in order to determine if they are in anyway
associated with the organization. According to Squad 4 members,
this document was confiscated during the execution of a search
warrant at a location suspected of conducting illegal Thai
Lottery trafficking and is being maintained as evidence at
Minneapolis Division.

Set Lead 3:

MINNEAPOLIS

AT MINNEAPOLIS. MN

Will query logical law enforcement and confidential
sources regarding the identity of Minnesota .residents [n ]

Jand the purpose of ;their travel
to Thailand/Laos. Minneapolis is further requested to advise if
news of the 1/29/00 incident and possible death of
have been circulated among the Lao/Hmong community in the Twin
Cities.

Set Lead 4:

MILWAUKEE

b6
b

r~] r*
/ L

AT GREEN BAY. WISCONSIN



National Security From: Bangkok
163AtBK-342, 02/11/2000

Set Lead 5

:

SACRAMENTO

AT SACRAMENTO. CALIFORNIA

Will query logical law enforcement and confidential
sources regarding the identity of Sacramento residents

,

DOB i fand l
_

~| their political affiliation and the
purpose of their travel to Thailand/Laos. Sacramento is further
requested to advise if news of the 1/29/00 -incident and possible
death of

|
| have been circulated among the local

Lao/Hmong community.

Set Lead 6:

SACRAMENTO

AT CHICO. CALIFORNIA

Will query logical law enforcement and confidential
sources regarding the identity of Oroville resident Thai Vang,
his political affiliation and the purpose of his travel to
Thailand/Laos . Sacramento is further requested to advise if news
•of the -1/29/00. incident and-possible .death„of

| |
,have

been circulated among 'the local Lao/Hmong community.

Set Lead 7:

BOSTON

AT BOSTON. MASSACHUSETTS

Will query logical law enforcement and confidential
sources regarding the identity of Providence, Rhode Island
resident I I

DOB
| |

his political affiliation and
the. purpose of his travel to Thailand/Laos. Boston is further
requested to advise if news of the 1/29/00 incident and possible
death of

|
| have been circulated among the local

Lao/Hmong community.

6
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10-01-19^9) • #
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: PRIORITY

To: Investigative Services

National Security

Bangkok
Milwaukee

Minneapolis

Date: 03/06/2000
, „b6

Attn: SSA I I b7C

From: Sacramento
FRA2
Contact: SN

Approved By:

Drafted By: ^
Case ID #: 163E-BK-342 (Pending)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

^DATE 02-22-2012 BY 60324 uc baw/sab/lsg
t

Title: HOUA LY - VICTIM;
I I - VICTIM;
FPC - LAOS

Synopsis: Possible .identified as
I

1 She de:nied
traveling to Laos to visit or to search for

Reference: 163A-BK-342 Serial 273 b6
b7C
b7D

b6
b7C

Public source automated records indicated that the
owners of the above named restaurant were I I

There was no indication that the husband was
nancucapped, and contact with US Customs reveal ed^ no regn.tr
the United States by I I & HbLO

Im.glcC o.h / lb ^ ^

jg

MAR 1 3 2000
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To:
* Re:

Investigatr^pervices From:
163E-BK-342, 03/06/2000

Sacramen

On 03/22/2000, [
contacted -rggardjina f.hp. whereabouts of thel

I live nearadvised that the
and they are rarieiy in [

1 She
3 was

1
She further stated tnat tne

*

1 I in March 1999. She is not acquainted witn[
a a i i 1 J— « Iand to her knowledge, neither

i i

.stated, however, that several months ago, some
Hmong people came into the restaurant who were also looking for
. « . /** 1 J U 1 . 4. J J M 4*Vk I I

the owner's wife regarding her relationship with
This was after theP I

had taken over the restaurant
said that she told them the same thing, that the restaurant
was under new ownership, and the current owners do not know

"She

advised that the
1 She believes that it~[

Public source
of the former owners of

records were reviewed for the identities
the Pho-99 Vietnamese Restaurant. The

records indicated that E L
|
both residing at 1 I

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

that
California Department of Motor Vehicle records revealed

weighs 170 pounds

.

was born she is 5' 4" tall, and

On 03/03/2000,
,

, «
card left at their residence asking that!
writer. |

|stated that I ,

fhaf ho fimiiri answsr the FBI's questions because he is|
I J _ ... - U n » * nU <•^1 t r/\ 9 1 m ft IIA 2

responded to the business~

3 contact the
] He thought

[

that he and!

and because her English is very limited. He advised
Inow I

J
]

On 03/03/20 00,

f

Although ^

]was contacted at the Yanagi
who appeared to be able-bodied, againrestaurant. „ , __

attempted to answer the writer's questions himself, he finally
made P 1 available for interview. In the interviewing agent's

opinion,
! J command of the English language seemed no worse

than her husband's.

I |
advised that she was acquainted with

as he had frequented her
|

b6
b7C

2



Le^fciTo: InvestigWive Services Prom:
Re: .163E-BK-342, 03/06/2000:

-Sacr to

sheShe stated; that she worked' the dinner shift, and sometimes
had trouble with, rowdy customers. When this happened, she
usually called

|
[to help -her restore order . She

considered himagood friend. She stated that other, business
'

|
for assistance with unruly

service. She advised- that he
owners also called- Upon
customers because of his security
was a helpful person sto- the iHmong . community

.

She stated that she believes| I went to Thailand- for
business reasons but did- not know specifically- why. She is 5 aware
that while on. that trip, he disappeared, but she has no further
information regarding his whereabouts . She did not go to
Thailand or Laos ,to look for

| |
. She stated that anyone who

.does that would risk being caught as well.. The only .persons- who -

she knows to have traveled overseas to look fori I are
members of his -family.

On 03/06/2000, SA.[ US Customs Service.
advised -that the only record of _
having reentered the United* States from May 1999 to, present
occurred on ,10/27/1999 when she entered the United ^States* ,through
Los Angeles international Airport /from Taipei. -SA | I opined
that this would riot be the most convenient route to travel if brie

were going to Laos.

Sacramento considers this lead covered.

3

b6
b7C

4
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ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
|HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 02-22-2012 BY 60324 uc baw/sab/lsg

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence : ROUTINE

To: National Security
Bangkok
Milwaukee

Minneapolis

From: Sacramento
FRA2
Contact: SA

Date: 03/15/2000

1

£’Ctn: SSA
alatT
SA [7
SSA]
saQ ] Squad 4

Approved By:

Drafted By:

y
Case ID #: 163A-BK-342 -'vt;

b6
b7C

Pending)

Title:
,
HOUA LY - VICTIM;

- VICTIM;
FPC - LAOS

Synopsis : Tq report further contact with
interview of

Enclosure (s) : Enclosed for Bangkok is the original and one copy

of the FD-302 1 s of interviews of I ~J Also

enclosed for Bangkok is the original and copy of the FD-302 of
. a 3. . k. . Ji J u ^ta a a« 4« ft ft ft r.tV» 4 /IV% V\

b6
b7C

the interview of— ,
.conducted in August 1999 which had been

uploaded to ACS, but inadvertently not forwarded to the file.

Enclosed for the other receiving offices is one copy of each
interview.

Details: For information of receiving offices, !
|

was

originally interviewed on 03/03/2000 , and denied going to Laos m
search of her friend, I I

Contact with U.S. Customs

Service revealed that T |did travel to Asia, returning to the
wasUnited States on 10/27/1 999, on a flight from Taipei,

reinterviewed about her destination and the purpose of her trip

n stated that she went to Vietnam to see her family and to
j 4. n /svt/% Vs'sT rrt^SY3f*Vo

relax, and stayed there approximately two and one half months

.

She continued to deny that she went to Laos to look for
I

|
lalso stated that she did not attempt to enter Laos

to look tor r I Because of the way she phrased the

statement ("She was not able to", and she "couldn't" go there),

it is the writer's opinion, that although she denied it, she did

b6
b7C

wish to enter Laos to look for
to go there.

]”but was unable or afraid \y
also stated that prior to her second

2 0 2CC0
1

" ^

/V



To:- Bangkok From:- Sacramento
Re:- 163A-BK-342, 03/15/2000

She suggested that
rself, because
disappearance.

^regarding
be

interview, she contactedE
the FBI's interest -in her.
interviewed as opposed to herself, because he has mucn more
information about |~

I

was contacted and declined to be interviewed
in person, however he was willing to converse on the telephone.
He had little new information to contribute. He requested to be
advised of any new information developed by the FBI regarding his
brother's whereabouts.



FD-302 (Rev,

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 02-22-2012 BY 60324 uc baw/sab/lsg

1 -

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of transcription 03/14/2000

Vietnam, residing at L

Asian female, date of birth

contacted at her place of business, I

f

-“ —— —

—

| |
who was aware of the

identity of the interviewing agent and the subject of the inquiry
from previous contacts, advised as follows

She is a United States (U.S.) citizen, and, therefore,
holds a U.S. passport. She traveled to Vietnam to visit relatives
and to relax during the fall of 1999. [

at
1 was

stated that she was
suffering from some stress related "female" ailments when she left
on her trip. She stayed in Vietnam in a house she owns to relax
for two and one half months until she felt better.

stated I
was asked if she recalls when she left on her trip,

but she stated hat she could not. Neither could she recall her
itinerary because she threw the airline tickets away.

|
produced her passport, numbere dl I which

contained no entry or exit stamps. She stated that Vietnam does
not stamp a passport, but merely provides a slip of paper on which
the visa is printed, which is then collected when the visitor
departs the country.

a stated that she did not go to Laos to look for
"She stated that she could not do that because the

Laotian government does not like the Hmong people . She advised hat
she could not get their permission. I

|was asked if she
attempted to get permission to look tor |

I

and she
stated that she did not.

rnnnpy ro
stated that I I was a good friend. She had
b-im wFvir-h rpnairi. frequently ate at I I

He sometimes helped her restore order when her customers
became unruly. She also advised that I

~1 was having marital
problems, a^d that he sometimes talked to her about them. She

]

stated that and that[ ] wasW V V V* W I I

very unhappy about that . Sometimes he would sit in her restaurant

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

bvcstigatioa on 03/13/2000 ** i im ?. o ?rtnn :

File U 163A-BK-342

1 1
1

Date dictated
. 03/14/2000

i

by SA| 1

This document contains neither recommendation* nor conclusion* of the FBI It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency,

it and its contents are not to he distributed outside your agency.

b6
b7C
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,nW02» (Rev. 10-6-95)

163A-BK-342

CoEtinuition ofFD-302 of , On
03/13/2000

.P*ge

and crv about his wife's activities. She denied that she and.
relationship.

I lstated that she had contacted
regarding the interest of the Federal Bureau or

Investigation in her ’travels.

[

1 suggested ’that should
be interviewed instead 1 of her because he knows much more about »the'

disappearance, and that I I went overseas to look for Cl I

Iprovided I I telephone numbers: I
|(hOme)

and [ ](work)

\

*

b6
b7C

i

i



FP-302 (Rev. 10-6-95)

All INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 02-22-2012 BY 60324 uc baw/ sab/lsg

-l-

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of transcription 03 /14 /2000

|was contacted at his home telephone number
J and advised of the identity of the interviewing agent

and that the inquiry concerned his knowledge of the whereabouts of

]
and Houa Ly.

| |
was asked to meet

wit-h r-hfi inhfirviftwina agent for this interview, but he declined.
did continue the telephonic conversation wherein he advised as

follows

:

c

Following the disappearance of the two victims,
I Houa Lv.l

. . .

1

|he was interviewed
by agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) to whom he
provided all the information he had. suggested to the
interviewing agent that she contact tne agents in Bangkok for
information on the disappearance of the victims.

stated that he had discovered that

b6
b7C

asked why the FBI was interested in talking to

there was information that |
had traveled

able to visit| in jail . I] wanted to know the

source of that information,
confidential, as are all such sources of information. Any
information he could provide would likewise be kept confidential.

b6
b7C

[ | was told that if one of the victims is alive

then the investigation takes on a new urgency because covering a

live person is far more important that the recovery of his remains.

1 stated that he did not believe that I I had

Investigation on 03/13/2000 ** ( telephonicallv)
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Corrtinu*tk>n ofFD-302 of .On
03/13/2000

. . P*g«

traveled to Laos

.

visit her family.
He thought that she merely went to Vietnam to

Thailand when
told

and Houa

stated that was also in
Houa Ly went missing’. [ . Ihas

that ne was m cr

Ly were met by some men.
e salon in Chiang Khong__whenl

J told

L

]that

he did not know who these men were, nor did he hear any of their
conversation before he left the salon. When he returned to the

^Houa Ly were alreadytold him thatsalon,
[

gone. The boat in which the men had come was also gone from where
it had been moored.

[ ] told that he thought he saw

Houayxai

.

find Houa Ly in that same boat, heading for Ban

Iwas asked if he was certain that [ ] was at
the salon when I "l and Houa Ly were met by these unknown
men because there was another version of the story in which they
were not there.

| |
stated that I I told him that he had

been in the salon, but "left to take a picture or something" and
had not actually seen

|

|and Houa Ly leave the salon or
get into the boat.

disappearances
changed the subject.

was asked why it took two weeks to report the
.nd Houa Ly. He had no answer, but

[
vacation.
political.

was also asked about the purpose of

] trip to Thailand . I I
stated that

| ]
was on

jwas asked if
seemed not to understana.

but just a man who ran

“I purpose was
we claimed that

was not a political person
small, struggling security business, and tried to support his
family.

|
^was asked how such a person could justify a

"vacation" or several months in the Far Bast when he had a

struggling business to run and a family at home,

answer

.

had no

b6
b7C
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i j
was also told that a decision must be made.

regarding whether the mission is more important than the soldier.

If that is the case, then the soldier's demise must be expected and bb
accepted. seemed not to understand. b n /n

/ L,

The conversation was concluded when was reminded
that the investigation stood a far greater chance of success if the
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CocSixmtion ofFD-302 of -0>
03/13/2000. ^

witnesses gave completely truthful accounts of what they saw and
heard and what they, knew of the circumstances regarding the
disappearance of the two victims.

asked to be informed of any new information
developed through the investigation.
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Date of transcription 09/14/1999.

Asian Male, date of birth[ ]
residing at

£llelephone|
|
voluntarily appeared at the Fresno Resident Agency ot

the Federal Bureau of Investigation, where he was advised ofthe identity of the interviewing agent,

and that the inquiry concerned the disappearance of| |Houa Ly on April 19, 1999 at

Chains Rhone. Thailand, After being advised of his'Fifth and Sixth Amendment Rights by means of te
a ft/* I I « 1 _ 1 ,1 _ 1 ’ " _/* a!

FP-395j~ [provided the following information:
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